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NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Oaeette was established
In ISM In 1874 the Courier wu estab
Two Rockland banks held their an
lished and consolidated with tbe Oaaette
In 1882 The Free Press wu established nual meetings this forenoon, and a
In 1855 and ln 1881 changed Its name to
the Tribune These papers consolidated spirit of optimism marked both
setons
March 17 1887

Only 12 Of the 48 States Register For It In the

Literary Digest Poll

One Mile of the Mt. Megunticook Road Already Plotted—Camp Sites
On Seaward Side of Atlantic Highway

The vote against the New Deal ln- negative percentage—68 81—on the
’ “The year has been satisfactory as creases "»'kedly as over 300,000 more basis of 143,207 votes.
"New Jersey, another recent new
to growth and earnings. " sUted >UoU are reported In the iatest taiiy
•»
Choose your pleasures for yourHomer E Robinson, president of the of 71,6 Ut*rary Dt«est P°n blinging comer. has 54,049 ballots, of which
♦ self and do not let them be Im- —•
26 80 percent are favorable. Other
•a. posed upon you. —Chesterfield -• First National Bank of Rockland Ithe u>tal vot* 50 far' which appears
♦
•» “The regular dividend was declared ln
current lssue of the magazines, States casting a heavy vote. Cali
fornia, Illinois, and Ohio, still disap
on preferred stock and *1 a share on t0 1 688.462.
the common stock, payable Jan 31.”
In answer t0 th« P011 <’uestion of prove the New Deal by about the
LORD ENTERS FIELD
The preferred stock amounts to ‘,Do you now approve th«
and same percentages.
policies
of
the
Roosevelt
‘
New
Deal
’ “Most heavily opposed of all is
Camden Educator Seeks the $114,100 and the common stock to to date,” 643,514 are shown marked Massachusetts, which gives a ‘yes'
V
$125,000. The sum of $7117 was set
Republican
Nomination aside for the further retirement of "yes" and the balance of 1044.948. or vote of only 19.70 percent while Mis
are ^ulated as ballot- sissippi is most loyal to the New Deal,
preferred stock These officers were ; 61 89
For State Senator
1
| ing "no.” The vote in support of the giving it a majority of 72.61.
elected:
New Deal has declined from 46.72
“As a unit. New England with its
Supt. Charles E. Lord of the Cam
President—Homer E. Robinson.
Vice President—Joseph W Robin- percenl ln lhe firBt report w 3811 six States. Is striking more sharply
den-Thomas'on school district yes
' percent in this week's tabulation.
at Administration ‘acts and policies'
terday announced that he will be a
Thirty-six
States,
which
represent
than any other section of the
Cashier—Joseph Emery.
candidate for the State senatorial
Assistant Cashier—C. M. D. Keene. 399 out of a total of 531 electoral country. Its disapproving percenncminatlcn in the June primaries, on
Directors—Willis I. Ayer. Poy W. votes, continue to express disapproval age in 77.93.
the Republican ticket. It Is hls first Brown. Pred A. Carter. William T of the Administration's policies in
“With the poll in full blast. The
' df
appearance in the political field, but Cobb. Kennedy Crane, Joseph Emery, the latest returns. The other 12, all Literary Digest notes what It knew
he rays that he has kept in close Edward P. Olover. Benjamin H. Lin southern and border States with the was inevitable—that criticism of the
touch with local, county and State af coln. Prank McGuire. Edward C. Pay- exception of Utah, still voice ap poll Is ln full blast also. It is the
4
fairs, and for some time has felt the son. Homer E Robinson. William proval of the President's policies.
same ln every poll and the charges
The additional ballots tabulated always run about the same: 'unfair'
urge to serve in the State Legislature. I
phmp u smith, WUllam D
currently Indicate a larger affirma 'partisan' 'sold out'. Once again, we
Mr. Lord is a Bates College graduJoseph w
ate and since engaging os a school
Two resignations from the board tive vote for the New Deal in eleven will simply point to the record of
superintendent has served 13 years ln of directors and the election of Earl States and a decreased percentage in j previous Literary Digest polls and
Camden-Thomaston district, three C. McIntosh as a new member of the the 37 other Slates since the previous ( leave these charges to public judg•< '
«. V
... ’ * ;
: ‘-yjpr v . ’
years in the Deer Isle-Stonington
marked the
meetlng of weeks report. The only sharp de ment."—says the magazine’s Editor.
district, and two years ln the Bethel thp Knox
company, clines are noted in New York and
district.
New Hampshire.
whose officers are now listed thus:
NEARLY A MILLION
Mississippi and South Carolina
He has been honored with election
President—Montoro R. Pillsbury.
give
a
70-80
percent
majority
for
the
as president of the Maine Teachers’
Vice President—Elmer B Crcckett.
Association and is a member of the i Treasurer—Earl McIntosh.
New Deal, while six other States Was Represented By the
legislative committee of the National j Assistant Treasurer — Iendon C. give a 69-70 percent approval and
Estate Of the Late Wilbur
Oovernment projects which were in ccrder Ensign Otis of the Rockland but each is qapable of extension. Park Commission became Imbued
Educational Association.
four more States show a percentage
Jackson Jr.
F.
Senter
the
making before the Camden Hills Municipal Court. The amazement Hundreds, yes thousands, could be ac. with some of Mr. Heistad's enthusi
He is prominent in Masonic circles. J Branch Managers—Harold S Davis, of 50-60 in support of the Adminis
ci the visitors was but a reflection of commodated with camping spaces asm. and said the Camden Hills Camp
and Is a past grand patron of the j
tration's
policies.
Camden: John H. Williams, Union;
Accumulated by hls own ability and CCC camp was established are reveal, that expressed by the others who have which have scenic surroundings of a would have one of the finest develop
....
Order of Eastern Star.
Leon W. Sanborn, Vinalhaven;
industry, the late Wilbur P. Senter lng excellent progress despite the rig been initiated into the mysteries ol character unexcelled on the New ments to be found in New England.
Massachusetts is the only State
Carrie R. Smith. Warren.
of
Brunswick, whose business inter ors of a Maine winter. Two hundred the two projects. Tire unfortunate England coast.
But Uncle Sam must do his part.
The Courier-Gazette is offering a
Directors—Charles H. Berry. J. C. registering more than 80 percent dis
Conditions
at
this
stage
are
so
emj
bronzed
and
muscle-hardened
youths
part
of
it
is
that
a
faithful
portrayal
ests
were
in
many
parts
of
the
state
Special value in Engraved Visiting Creighton. William T Hocking. John approval of the New Deal. The five
MADRID “LIT UP"
Cards. 100 White or Ivory Engraved J. Meehan. Elmer B. Crockett, A. C. other New England States and New largely in department store holdings, pre putting in daily licks to bring or- of the work cannot be expressed in bryotic that one can only guess at 1
Visiting Cards from your own plate. McLoon. Morris B. Perry M R. Pills Jersey are shown voting 70-80 per left an estate of close to a million der out of chaos, and while it is still | printer's ink any more than it could j the ultimate, and that gaze is based How a Small New Mexico Mining
$1 00. 100 Engraved visiting Cards, bury, Charles E Starrett and Earl cent negatively. Fifteen more States dollars according to an inventory filed mostly chaos, so far as the casual ob- be done by a series of photographs at j upon the fire of enthusiasm which
Town Observed Christmas
the present tifhe. It simply has to be fills the eyes of Hans Helstad as he
paneled, from your own plate, $1 15. C. McIntosh.
are in the 60-70 percent bracket and
recently in the Prebate Court for server can determine, the groundwork seen tc
understood, and then It waves majestically toward the sea and
Mrs. Ralph Coombs of Santa Pe,
the balance of fourteen States are
it rapidly being faid for two undertak- must be seen through the eyes of the I marshals ln his own mind the land- New Mexico, writes:
balloting 50-60 percent against the Cumberland County. According to
the document, which was approved ings which if carried to a successful genius Heistad who knows just what j scape beauties which are to be cre"There is a little mining town
Administration's policies.
about 30 miles from Santa Pe, a dirty,
A close vote is indicated in only by the court, there were $201,360 in conclusion are going to bring upon the results are going to be, but who j eted.
cannot at this primary stage of pro- j "We not only build here," said Mr dreary looking place, Madrid. Every
five States. New Mexico with a 5336 real estate; 2405 in goods and chat- Capt H C. Pendergast's camp signal
ceedings fully transfer his ideals and Heistad. as he pointed out the work, Christmas they light it all up. and
AUTOMOBILE
percentage and Florida with 59.55 tels; $653,107 ln rights and credits; a honors.
his enthusiasm to those who merely which has been done in clearing up thli year tt was exceptionally beaupercent against the New Deal; Utah
total of $856,873.
Lack of speedy action upon the glimpse the possibilities
the underbrush, and laying out roads! tifui.
with a 54 10 percentage and Virginia
And
here
again
one
must
pause
for
and
pathways, “but in the sky as
Mr.
Senter's
early
years
spent
as
a
pert
of
the
Government
would
be
the
!
"One, two and three Christmas
with a 52 50 percent vote in support
News of the Week
a conception of wtiat "the powers 1 well''—an enigmatic statement until trees in front of every home, house
traveling
salesman
stood
him
ln
good
onc
t
ri
g
j
n
tne
wheel
—
the
one
act
of the New Deal. All other States
SIZE
PRICE
that be" in Washington must do be- he explained that there will be tree or hovel. Streets garlanded, electric
. ■ j
give over a 55 percent majority for stead and his first store was in which
would nip in the bud the
fore
the assurance of fruition is made (plantings which will accentuate the light poles wrapped in evergreens
4.40-21 ..................... $5.50
Brunswick
There
he
built
a
great
A committee on Passenger and or against.
business for himself. Shrewd and iatent plans which wil1 develop int0 certain. Some options expire within distant horizon without obscuring the and thousands of electric light bulbs.
New England, as a section, votes
4.50-20 ..................... 5.80 f
A T. Thurston, M more than 3 to 1 anti-New Deal so far careful buying gave him the oppor- j brilliant results if Uncle Sam gives r few days, funds must be provided desired vista of the Penobscot's blue Houses, porches and roofs outlined in
4.50-21 ..................... 6.05 j
tunity to offer goods at attractive the co-operation which the promoters for those lands which have been taken waters.
led, white, blue or yellow lights Stars,
ln the poll.
"We don't disturb nature." he add huge pictures of the Wise Men with
ever, and funds must be made avail
• • • •
prices
which
brought
customers
to
tave
been
led
to
simplicity
rely
upon,
4.75-19 ..................... 6.40 r
ed "we Just improve on it We make p.nk spotlights, the Stable of Bethle
man wRh (he viii0„ Hans Q able Tor the work already in hand,
6.85 |r Personnel cf the Merchants' Cocn- The Middle Atlantic States of New hls store from a large area
a
picture out of the material Ood has hem with huge star over it and on
Most
folks
who
pationize
Route
Later
he
became
interested
in
,
5.00-19 .....................
York. New Jersey. Pennsylvania.
stores, in other cities and towns in the Heisud of Amesbury Hill. Rockport, No 1 between Camden and Lincoln let us have.”
the hill a huge crescent and star.
Delaware.
Maryland,
and
West
Vir

V.
A.
Leach.
Charles
C.
Wot5.00-20 ..................... 7.10 i
• • • •
"It is said to be the most beautiful
ginia, which gave the President a state, all of which under capable end ibe word vision must not be con- ville Beach are to some extent fa
founded with the word dreamer, for miliar with the physical makeup of
The land will be leveled in many Christmas display in America this
5.25-17 ..................... 7.35 ‘
combined 51 percent majority in his management added, to his rapidly
B. E. Flanders.
1932 election, are now indicated in growing prestige as one of the ablest Hans Heistad today enjoys the repu the Camden Hills Camp. They know' Pisces and roadways constructed In year. I do not see how it could be
5.25-18 ..................... 7.60 I Ncw member:• Dr.
• • •
the poll as opposed to hls New Deal merchants ln Northern New England tation of being one of the most skilled that the boys’ lines have been laid such a manner as to provide isolation more beautiful. We could hardly tear
5.25-21 ..................... 8.40 1 Some new folders are in, on "Hunt- policies by more than 2 to 1.
and to his continually Increasing
for the camping tourists or the picnic ourselves away."
landscape gardeners in this country, ii; very pleasant places.
parties which will undoubtedly con-1
____________
5.50-17 ..................... 8.35 ‘ ng in Maine" and "Maine. Land of The south, as a section, supports wealth. There is no question but that trained from youth for a vocation for
gregate there from over a wide radius [ N>w is the time to order sta'ionery
had not ill health and death over
temembered Vacations." These were the New Deal by nearly $ to 2.
The Triple C camp has for its back •
which it is generally believed a man
Small but picturesque buildings will I for every member of the family,
5.50-18..................... 8.60
The 12 States in the farm belt show taken him he would have, ln a few
ground
that rugged elevation known
must
be
born.
years
more,
accumulated
a
sufficiency
be
erected here and there, and if the while the price is so low. The Cou5.50-19 ..................... 8.75 i
a 3 to 2 majority against the Roose
: as Mt. Megunticook. Spreading to
of worldly goods so that seven figures
9.30 |
r.ecessary funds are provided there rier-Oazette has on sale RYTEX
velt policies.
| (he eastward. Just beyond the main
6.00-16.....................
will be an open air theatre, where, in: ITRCKIJE EDOE VELLUM printed
Lexers are now being received from
In the eight States of the Rocky would have been required In an in
Over in his native country of Nor highway, is a streten of woodland,
respective summer tourists. All Mountain
close proximity to ocean and moun- stationery—100 sheets and 100 envesection approximately ventory of his holdings.
way—the town of Tonsberg. to be ex and Just above the tree-tops are
A most remarkable man was Wilbur
talns, all sorts of public gatherings lopes-wlth your Name and Address
three of every five voters are shown
act—Mr. Heistad spent the last two glimpsed the blue waters of Penob
TEL. 466-W
i
registering disapproval, and the ratio P. Senter and a most remarkable years of his teens in a garden school. scot Bay. It has been the writer's may be held, undisturbed by the or Monogram at $100 a box. Order
632 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND. ME.
bustle and confusion of the outside Now_jQn
durlng January
of the three Pacific Coast States is record for one who, through his own He continued his studies in Copen
privilege to sec other Triple C ca
amps world. Mr. Heistad has ln mind a
4-6
ability and efforts, could prove such
__________
virtually the same.
hagen for a year and a half, and then throughout New England, and most
A table of how the poll participants an outstanding success in the business !or a number of years was employed
FAVORITE POEM
of them present a drab aspect tn com
voted in 1932 and another upon how world —Bath Times.
ac a foreman in landscaping and hor parison with the Camden Hills Camp.
If I had my life to lire ataln I «ouM
Spreading northward the roadway
each State voted in the 1934 Literary
hive mad, a rule to read tom, poetry
ticultural work in Germany. The
The arrangement of the buildings
ccmes to the brink of a beautiful and lliten to some muilc at lrast one.
Digest New Deal poll, which appears
ASKS RENOMINATION school in which he had obtained his is scientific and systematic, and Sun
gorge whose presence is unsuspected a w,rk. Th, lo«> of th„, taitn h a
in the current issue of the magazine,
fundamentals then sought his serv day the reporter saw scores of maples by most of the persons who pass along Ion ol happlnna—Char In Darwin.
shows the voters' defections in detail. State Senator Fred E. Bur ices as an instructor, and after serv
which had been brought from other the Atlantic Highway. In some places
THE SOLITl'DE OF ALEXANDER
'•With nearly 1.700.000 Americans
SELKIRK
ing for a while in this capacity he localities to be reset along the camp it is about 35 feet deep, and surfeited
kett
Would
Like
Second
represented this week in the eighth
I »m monarch of all I survey;
finally came to this country in 1905, roadways.
by the recent rains, it was filled with My right th,r, la non, to dtaput,:
| report of The Literary Digest's poll
Term In Upper Branch
and has since been one of its esteemed
Attention was directed to a crude a rushing stream jvhich was making From th, enter all round to th, tet
! of New Deal strength today,” the
I am lord of th, fowl and the bird,.
O Solitude: Where ar, th, charma.
State 8enator Pred E. Burkett of [ citizens except for the years 1907 and roadway leading off to the southward merry music as it neared the sea.
magazine states in its latest issue,
That
aages hav, «»,n ln thy face?
1908. His skill as a landscape artist of the camp for a short distance.
Rustic bridges will fit into the B,tt,r dwell In th, mldat of alarms.
Telephone 683-M
i “the heavy balloting shows a further Union announced yesterday that he
| a too well known locally to require This road encircles the camp and scheme, ferns and shrubs will be Than reign In this horrible place,
Increase in the majority opposed to will be a candidate for renomination I special explanation.
strikes off in a northeast direction to planted to beautify the vacant spaces I am out of humanity's reach.
For Estimates on
t Administration policies.
in the June primaries. This move had
I must finish my Journey alone.
The work which is being done in a site on Mt. Megunticook. turning in
—and the landscape architect even Never hear the sweet music ot speech;
Your Requirements
been expected by hls friends, and j connection with the Camden Hills beck of Springbrook and proceeding |ha£ ln mind a smaU museum bu
I start at the sound of my own
"Not only are the Administration
The beasts that roam over the plain
|
Camp
is
under
the
direction
of
the
westerly
across
the
mountain
to
tire
i
whcre
may
be
assembled
some
of
the
meets
with
their
approval.
My form with Indifference see:
No Obligation
acts and policies' far behind in votes
They are so unacquainted with man.
Park Commission tn Washington, famous Maiden Cliff where a cross Interesting specimens found right here Their
Mr.
Burkett
made
a
fine
run
in
the
tameness is shocking to me.
as the poll approaches full flood, but
which
has
a
most
capable
representamarks
thc
spot
where
a
young
woman
In our own locality.
i they continue to suffer a loss in per primaries two years ago, when there
Society. Friendship, and Love,
at the CCC camp in the person plunged to her death many years ago.
Divinely bestow'd upon man.
* • • •
centages. The negative percentage was a strong field seeking the senaOh. had I the wings of a dove
Thence, northerly, the road runs to
torial
nomination.
He
not
only
came
of
Harold
Poster.
Inspectors
are
on
ROCKLAND, ME.
has jumped 1.42 since last week's re
Water from an artesian well locat- How soon would I taste you again!
Youngstown in Lincolnville.
_
i
sorrowa I then might assuage
123T-Th-S-tf-alt
ILol
port and more than 3 percent in the first under the wire, but with a good- !he ground at frequent intervals,
eti at the rear of the Camden Hills i in the ways of religion and truth,
....
sized
plurality.
He
had
previously
A
representative
of
The
CourierCarnn
and
flnwinost
tv,s
-„t„
ic
i
Might
learn from the wisdom of age.
| last two weeks.
vamp, and flowing at the rate of 15 I And be cheer'd by the sallies of youth
Another branch has its origin back gallons a minute will be piped to the I „ .. .
“One feature of the current report won his spurs in the lower branch of Gazette viewed the premises Sunday
Religion, what treasures untold.
Legislature.
Iin response to an invitation from Mr. of Springbrook, turning northerly in
i Is the appearance for the first time
camp sites, and there are also several, Respond to that heavenly word—
Mr.
Burkett
is
in
business
at
the
Heistad,
and
in
company
with
Reserines
in
that
area
More Pth>t
reci°us
silver
the
vicinity
of
Bald
Peak
and
Froof 'State Unknown.’ an imaginary
springs in tnat area.
i Or
thlgthan
pirth
c<n or gold
commonwealth creaied by voters in Common. has occupied several town ------ ------------------------------------------ . bock Mountain, and finally joining
To the southward where the work"■ ! Thesethe
S°und 01 the Church-going bell
,
valleys and rocks never heard—
SIRLOIN, TENDERLOIN, RUMP.
the first named road, landing at Lin has progressed to a more considerable Never sigh at the sound of a knell,
every part of the country who ne offices, and in addition to his per
AND HAMBURG STEAKS- colnville.
glected to write in the names of their sonal business affairs is treasurer of
extent a community kitchen will be Or smile when a sabbath appears
(Swift's Best Heavy Western Beef—Each Serving One-half Pound)
The proposed mountain highway built and just below it will be a na Ye winds that have made me your (port.
respective States on their ballots. the Union Water Company and
STBOUT
Convey to thia desolate shore
Even 'State Unknown’ goes anti-New Union Telephone Company.
Grralrmt nflvrrtlmrr of coun has been staked out, and trees cut. tural dining room, using Nature's ma Some cordial endearing report
try
property.
linn
mmlr
over
Of a land I shall visit no more:
Deal its 17813 voters being 57.99
01,000 Nairn ol IfottirN — Fnrm* — for a distance of about a mile. Tlie terials for tables and seats.
My friends, do they now and then send
Acreage.
Iluyem
from
nil
our
the
highway will have a graveled surface. Mr. Heistad strongly urges the con A wish or a thought after me?
against.
world. Free open llntlng.
O tell me I yet have a friend
“Otherwise the line-up of the
E. A. STROUT REALTY AGENCY Nearly 100 acres of land have been struction of a pool to be used for fire Though a friend I am never to see.
States remains the same as last
prevention. He has been engaged In How fleet la a glance of the mind?
Represented by C. E. FOSTER, Warren. cleared to prevent fire hazard.
GLENCOVE
Tel. 43-2. Listings sollrited.
On the opposite side of the Atlan this task only since last August, but Compared with the speed of Its flight.
week, with 12 voting for and 36
The tempest Itself lags behind.
5-10
tic Highway, sloping gradually toward it has been intensive work, supplc- And the swift-winged arrows of light.
GRANGE HALL
against the New Deal.
I think of my own native land,
Our fiscal year ends Feb. 6, 1936, in order
thc bay, is an area of between 50 and rriented between working hours by in When
"Turning to the larger ones we
In a moment I seem to be there;
But
alaat
recollection at hand
to get a true condition of the town's financial
GO acres which is being developed into formal lectures in which the land
find New York represented by 182.184
Soon hurries me back to despair.
Music By
WE BUY
parking spaces and camp sites, access! scape architect finds the CCC boys
votes, as compared with 50.680 last
standing. All bills should be sent in before
But the sea-fowl la gone to her nest.
which will be gained by a network are eager listeners.
week. Its 'no' percentage has leaped
Eddie Whalen and his
The beast la laid down ln hla lair;
that date.
here la a season of reat.
of'graveled roads, surplemented by
from 65 30 to 67 91.
Mr Heistad is frank to say that the Even
Privateers
And I to my cabin repair.
Selectmen of St. George,
CLARENCE
E.
DANIELS
"Pennsylvania, which also apmany
woodland
pathways.
The
park

new
development
will
excell
Cadillac
There's
mercy In even- place.
LUCKY NUMBER DANCES
And mercy, encouraging thoughtl
JEWELER
Fred H. Smalley, Chairman.
| peared ln the table for the first time
ing places are three in number, and Mountain ln some respects.
Admission: Ladies 25c; Men 35c
Gives
even
affllcatlon a grace >
370 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
6-lt
5-7
last week, maintains about the same
already have a capacity for 200 cars,
A representative sent on by the And reconciles man to hla lot.
-Wtuiam cowp«r

* Jl iGtlaft

Kelly-Springfield

CHAMBER OF
, COMMERCE

TIRES

E. 0. Philbrook & Son

PLUMBING
AND

HEATING

ARTHUR SHEA CO.

SIM’S

LUNCH

133T&Th,f

OffOOV

TOWN OF ST. CEORCE

MODERN DANCE

Tuesday Nite, Jan. 14

OLD

GOLD
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INSPIRING A WHOLE SCHOOL

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

“Let your speech be always with
grace seasoned with salt, that ye may
know how ye ought to answer every
man." Ool. 4: 6.

tvery-Uther-Day
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Scarcely Basketballs Enough To Go Around For

Sam Sezak’s Outfits

SENSATIONAL MONEY-BACK OFFER WINNING

PIPE SMOKERS OF

ROCKLAND

r

Editorial

The conversion of Junior High J M. Cross. P. Olds, V. Strout, A. Hill, i
I Schocl boys and girls Into good bas- L. Rogers. R. Goldberg. A Jones. F I
j ketball players is cne of the tasks now Chatto; coach. Gray.
When President Roosevelt as-I confronting the many-sided Sam Terraplanes—E. Harvey. V. Anas-1
Mured office assurance was given a ( Sezak To stimulate interest and fur-1 tasia. M. Lamb. D. GattL P Brazier. |
waiting world that there would be nish the desired training he has or- H Carnes. N. Long, M. Anastasia. M
an abolishment of commissions and ganized a league for each sex. and Scavey. B Bowden; coach. Condon.
bureaus; that the country would no chosen team names which are calcu
Schedule (Girls)
longer be saddled with so mans gov lated to strike terror on the part of
Jan. 18—Terraplanes vs. Dodges
ernment employes. Does the wait the boys and indicate speed on the
Chevrclets vs Ford?, Buicks vs Pon
ing world need to he told what hap part cf the girls.
tiacs
pened? Does anybody need to be
The members of the boy squads
Jan. 25—Pontiacs vs. Dodges
told that the record for all times are:
' Bulcks vs. Fords, Terraplanes vs.
has been smashed—that there are
Bulldogs—Achcrn/, F Orover, F. |
now on Uncle Sam’s payroll 796,297 Stevens. O. Allen. F. Small. Trainer Chevrolets.
Feb 1—Fords vs. Terraplanes. Pcnpersons, or nearly 240,000 more d Cates. P Stevens, R Linnell. J.
tlacs vs. Chevrolets. Bulcks vs. Dodges
than President Roosevelt found : Economy: coach. Fred LaCrosse,
Feb 8—Buicks vs. Terraplanes. I
when he entered upon his duties. I Gorillas—Harrington Parker. R
Fords vs. Pontiacs, Chevrolets vs
Were the part time employes to he Barnard. A Pease. E. Jones. J. Mouri
Dodges
added to the above army it would dlan. E Havener, C. Butler. 8 Mur
represent a total so staggering that ray. J. Pietroski; coach. WinchenRockland High School also has an,
the public would have one morfbach
Intra-Mural League ln basketball ,
reason for wondering whether we Tigers—Post. Peters. Wlnchenbach, The members of the squads are:
are tending under this New Deal A. Staples. C Wcoster. H. Heal. H
Gooseberries—Mitchell (Captain), |
which had promised economy.
Richardson. M. Green. D. McMahon, Ayotte. Benner, Ellis. Vose, Barlow.
D. Borgerson; coach, L. Crockett.
Marsh
Lion;—Spinney Glover. Cummings.
Huckleberries — Black (captain >
On another page will be found chaples. W Vasso, L. Don, R Monroe,
Bohn.
Learned. Hanley Blackman.
the first definite and complete story A young. O. Ellis, C. Adams. C
Cappy
Peterson.
which has appeared in connection Wfed;
T Murgita
Blackberries — Turner 'captain1.
with the L amden Mountain project,
apgS—Donahue, Mazzeo. Chishclm
Hickman. Small. Barton. Hodgkins.
Really there are two projects, one MacKinnon. J. JoJI. Kalloch William
dealing with the mountain highways son. F. Young. R Brann. R Jaccbs; Smith.
Blueberries—Strout. Prescott. Saun-,
which are to be built across Mt. coach. Bill Karl.
ders.
Beal 'captain). Harding. Stew
Megunticook to Lincolnville, while
Bears—Hamlin. Huntley. Benner.
,
the other has to do with the conver Grover. Howard. Rackliff, Call. Mou- art.
Cranberries—Anderson (captain1
sion of a 60-acrc tract on the sea laison. Brown. Curtis; coach. Morgan
Huntley. Qllngwood. C cle. M. Dondis.
ward side of the Atlantic Highway
Schedule (Boys)
Johnson
between Camden and Lincolnville
Raspberries—J. Dondis. Mazzeo.
Jan
18
—
Bears
vs.
Lions.
Gorillas
Beach. Much work is to be done
< Billings. Chisholm (captain i. Duff
in the next two years, for only the vs. Tigers. Bulldogs vs. Apes.
Jan. 25—Apes vs Lions. Bulldogs Dodge
surface has been scratchced thus far,
but the manual labor which is being vs. Tigers. Bears vs. Gorillas.
Intra-Mural League
Feb. 1—Tigers vs. Bears. Apes vs.
done hv the men of the Camden
Wednesday. Jan 15—Blueberries vs ,
H ills Camp is only one factor, what Gorillas. Bulldogs vs. Lions
Huckleberries
the muscle is accomplishing on the
Feb. 8—Bulldogs v* Bears. T.gers
Friday. Jan 17—Ooosebcrries vs
outskirts of Camden the mind must vs. Apes. Gorillas vs. Lions,
Blackberries.
accomplish in Washington.
Op-i
**’,*,,
Monday. Jan. 20—Blackberries vs
tions must soon" be taken up, and Members cf the gir.s -G

Read this fair-and-square offer._
“You must-be-pleased!”
This is a fair-and-square proposi
tion. Note that all risk is on us.
We take it, knowing that in Prince
Albert we've got thc quality ... the
mellowness . .. the taste and aroma
... the top-of-the-moming flavor that
men are looking for.
Men who have tried Prince Albert
are satisfied with no other brand. So
now we ask that you, too, try Prince
Albert.
Importance of the “Crimp
Cat”— Note P. A.’s special cut.

“Crimp cut," it is called. It has a lot
to do with why Prince Albert bums

so cool and mild. Only top-quality to
baccos are used. Ordinary tobaccos
will not do. And this choice tobacco
is packed the common-sense way—in
tin. A big 2-ounce economy tin. You'll
appreciate y>is, for you'll get around
SOpipefuls from a tin of Prince Albert.
Fifty pipefuls - and no * 'bite' ’! That’s
worth knowing!

OUR OFFER
TO PIPE SMOKERS:
Smoke 20 fragrant pipeful* of Prince
Albert. If you don’t find it the mellowest,
tastiest pipe tobacco you ever smoked,
return the pocket tin with the rest of the
tobacco in it to u* at any time within a
month from this date, and we will refund
full purchase price, plus postage. (Signed)
R. J. Reynold* Tobacco Company
Winston-Salem, N. C.

Because of its many advantages,
Prince Albert has for many years
been the largest-selling pipe tobacco
in the world. We know thatothers like
it. Joip up with P. A.... under our
you-must-be-pleased plan!

so

pipeful* of fra
grant tobacco in every
2-oz. tin of Prince Albert

coin of the realm must he liberally Bulcks—I. Thompson. L_ Pomeroy Cranberries.
,
THE NATIONAL JOY SMOKE
spread if the work now in its pri- R
8 McKinney. E Carnage
Wednesday. Jan. 22-Occartemes
■nary stages is to be carried out on = Portar. L. Scavey. O. Blethen. B vs. Huckleberries,
assistant steward. Mildred Sheldon: taking the leads and with Will Start1
J Bcdman: coach. Cook.
Friday. Jan 24—Raspberries vs.
the planned scale.
member of the executive committee, as the Chief of Police st the City Hall
' Chevrolets—M Reynolds. S Hayes. I Blueberries
Monday, Jan. 27—Huckleberries
,
LUSah Rackiiffe. St Oeorge.
Rebert Burns having a birthday in
R. Hammond. B Soule. A Johnson
The Republicans of the First
Thompson. P Leonard. H. Spear ' vs Raspberries
|
Off cers cf Megunticook Grange: January part of the program was deCongressional District evidently do ! A staples; coach McAlary
Wednesday. Jan. 29—Blackberries
"°rthy master Lawrence Hopkins: voted to a short story of his Me with
.
®
*
rvprr^pr
not have much idea that the present Fords—N. Edwards. P. Allen. D ! vs. Blueberries.
overseer. WiPiftm
William Start
Start•; Iprtu
lecturer, selections frcm his poems read by
Democratic incumbent is going to Black. M Mahoney. D. Melvin, L. ■ Friday. Jan. 31—Gooseberries vs.
Oenevra Frost; steward. L. C. Blake; Rote LeBlane.
he sent back to Washington. Eight Harden. E Ames. M Herd, M. Chris- Cranberries
‘assistant steward. Fred Hali; chapWill Start and Gecrgc Start played
Republicans have already indicated a5tamo. F Saunders; coach. Ramsdell
Monday. Feb 3—Gooseberries vs.
lain. Flora Wright; secretary. Myrtle harmonica duets with piano accoma desire to succeed him, and the Dodges—I Kent, L. Pendleton. N Raspberries
Limerock Valley Pomona Grant? venturing themselves when good Blake: treasurer. J. Herbert Gould; pamments Other music during the
forthcoming primary election will Richards. L. Norton. L Cuccinello. E j Wednesday. Feb 5—Blackberries vs
gatekeeper Henry Carver: Pc mana day and at the close of the evening's
met with Megunticook Orange pi weather comes,
witness one of the most interesting Willis. 8. Firth. M. Snow. M Raw- Huckleberries.
j Camden Saturday for a Joint instalMiss Bertha Macintosh of Roek- Edna Start; Ceres. Eva Yeung; Flora, program was furnished by an orcontests that has ever been wit- i jey g Sherman; coach. Young.
Thursday. Feb 6—Blueberries vs i lation of officers. E. Carroll Bean, land sang several selections accom- Lculse Dur.bar: lady assistant stew- chestra.
nessed under that system. The lat-1 Pontiacs—P McGraw, M Johnsen. J Cranberries
Committees appointed by the
1 State overseer, was installing officer, panying herself at the piano. Mrs. ard. Martha Gross; member of the
est entrant is Donald B. Partridge ___________________ ________________________________________ __ _____ I assisted by Grace Bean as marshal Mary Nash, Past Master of Megunti- executive ccmmittee. Nathan B Hep- Worthy Master of Limercck Valley
of Norway, who served only one
Pc mor. a Orange were:
LINCOLN COUNTY RIFLES
cook Grange, read a short paper on tins.
DR. MOORE RESIGNS I and Rose LeBlane as chaplain
term in Congress for thc reason that j
During
the
sessions
Saturday.
PoLegislative—Frank Ingraham. Leon
About 200 were present for after- William King, first Oovernor of
in the ^apportionment of districts Proved Too Many Guns For Battery p
RocklanH pastor Is noon and evening meetings. A bour.- Maine.
mona Master Sara R Young, had the Crockett. Ethan Rowell,
Oxford County was lopped off tne
H Quintet In Bath
tlful supper was served. Among
The afternoon session closed with master of St George Grange. Alvin Finance—F. L. 8. Morse. Charles E.
Second District and went into thc
------To End His Lcng Ban- prominent Grangers present was the conferring of the fifth degree on Rackiiffe, called before the meeting lord. Lee la Rctoinson.
First. Mr. Partridge made an exLincoln County Rifle Club, a vetPast State Master Obadiah Gardner, a class of candidates from Megunti- « that all might da honor to the
Hem? and Co mmunity Welfare—
gor Ministry
cellcnt record during his brief stay eran quintet of small bore marksmen
formerly of Rockland, and now liv- cook and St. Oeorge Granges
youngest Grange master in Maine Mary Nash, chairman; Etta AnderRev. Charles Alberi Mcore. former ing in Augusta.
at thc National Capital, and goes invaded the Bath range Wednesday
The joint installation of Limerock and probably in the entire United sen. Fleasant Valley Orange; Lloyd
into this contest with the prestige of night, and defeated Battery H 836
Visitmg Pomona Oranges repre- Valley Grange and of Megunticook States as he is cnlv fifteen years old Crcckett- North_Havem LUhan^Rack‘he Congregational Church
being a letter man and with the de-1
to 637. Shooting offhand the visitors in this city. Is about to compete his
inciucjed Knox. Waldo, and Orange was done In an especially at th-present t.me.
w.—«we«keae Curt!* Webster Vi-1
cided advantage of representing a1
"
'...............
• - ------ 1
: beautiful and impressive manner.
The fcllcwing program was giver. Wcs-awcskeag. Curtus weoster. vi
scored
an
even
400
to
Battery
H's
233
(
ministerial
services
in
Bangor
coverPenobscot
county whose vote will not be split
The new officers for Limerock hy acting lecturer Lucia Hookins ol nalhaven; Meguntlcook Orsnge and
ing a period of 30 years. His resignsSubordinate Oranges present were
up like that of Cumberland and while from prone position the Dam- tion“ as
Pl--nastc
wu u’‘ of All Saints' Church|, reported
_____ _ tby the following
”
Ffor
. the past I Valley
v.n.v Pcmona Orange are: Worthy
wnwkv ' • Meguntlcook
Mevunt'ceok Grange:
Granire: Singing
Singing bv
bv aa Pcncbrcct View Orange, to be an
York.
arlscotta team hit 496 while the Batas pas
I tears record Meeunti-ook Grange Master. Sara R. Young. Camden; selected choir including Mr and Mr? ncunced later
was read at Bunday morning's sendee. |
overseer. Willis P Young. Camden; Raymond Anderson. Rubv Allen. Eli;
Committee to assUt lecturer with]
tery boys registered 404.
Martha Oross followed by the Mas- - ......................................... •• ----------, ___ _
tjwUI
R^mond Graham. Cam- Sprague. Myrrh Young; staging o
X7l^kX '
. .. .
..
Of his career the Bangor Daily News ter. Lawrence Hopkins in the eveThe Damariscotta team has been
Cumulative evidence is offered
ning; Penobscot
View Grange.
Edward M. Tolman. cld time songs bv a group of small H=Pki^
A^dei^Tp nt 'i
through thc Literary Digest poll shooting for several years against s»ys:
Charles E Oregon; Pleasant Vally
Rockland; assistant steward.Joseph children; “Down cn the Farm' sungfee. et ary. Raymond Anderson, print
,
other
organizations
throughout
the
"Dr
Moore,
now
in
his
72d
year,
that the country is weary of the
Grange. P. L. S Morse; WessawesLeBlane. Camden; chaplain.Eunice by Leslie LeBlane. Charlie Woods, and.
U»f_
New Deal, and if thc figures mean State. T. Prior led the visitors with .js a native of West Chester, Pa., of keag Orange. Scott Rackllffe; 3t
Rockland; secretary. Scott Eleanore Lowe; tab’.eau-' In the BeThe nex m«t.ing
»
anything at all they mean that there ?. 195 total while Gallagher was high la family of ministers—the son of Oeorge Grange. W M Alvin Ra k- .Rackliffe. South Thomaston; tans- ginning." reading bv Mary Na'h and -*-cnd Saturday of February the,
is a strong revulsion of feeling in the . man for the Battery with 168
William E Moore, D.D.. LIB.; llffe; Pleasant River Grange. Curtis urer- Curtis Webster. Vinalhaven; tableaux acted by Joseph LeBlane P-arP to be announced later—By
States which abandoned thc Repub The summary:
Rosamond Oraham.
three brothers — Dr. Gtcrge Foot Webster. North Haven Orange, OaU: Ke<'Pt'r FTpd Halt Camden; and Leslie LeBlane.
Lincoln County
lican cause four years ago in the
Blanche Crockett.
Pcmona. Martha Gross.. Camden;
A shert cnc-act piav "Wanted a
offhand
desperate belief that thc Man of
The
afternoon
program,
under
the
'
Ceres
Elizabeth
Morton,
Camden;
License
to Wed" was amusing, with BASKETBALL BATTLES
82
Batteesc ........ .........
100'and Dr. Frank Gardner Moor?, all
Many I sins might he ablc to dis
direction
of
the
Pomona
Lecturer.
F:ora
Lu:ia
Hc
Pklns,
Camden;
lady
Fred
Crockett
ar.d Ocncvra Frcst'
82
Russell ..........
100 have attained high honors and recog( amden 34, Rockport 22
pel the darkness of despond. Wish
Leona Rlsteen. included talk.- by
100
. Robinson ................. 72
is father to the thought on rhe part
In the double-header at Camden
nitlon as theologians, preachers,
Commander Hector O Staples of
69
96 ;
of many readers who profess to dis . Pitts .
Saturday night 159 points were '
authors and educators
Winslow-Holbrook Post. Ameri: an
95
100
i
Prior
...............
regard the straw ballot conducted
scored, both Camden teams winning
“Charles Albert Moore graduated
Legion and by Frank A Winslow of
—
by the Literary Digest. But were
—the boys 34 to 22 and the girls 59 to
from Yale, BA. in 1886. attended
The Courier-Gazette.
498
400
those persons equally skeptical two Totals..............
44 Belyea starred, 19 points being
Andover Theological Seminary, was a
Commander Staples spoke on
Battery II
years ago when rhe Digest poll was
credited to him. Score of boys' game:
year at the University of Berlin and
offhand rone was ordained in the Congregational “Cltftenship" stressing the fact that
us„aan8ii TNI iimni os (acniini-tni answir
showing so overwhelmingly that
Camdrn High
the Grange and the American Legion
IS ATIR W0RO 4CNT1MCI-ONIV ORt WORO TO KACN UNI
93 1
68
the country was going Democratic? W McElman......
P.
F.
O.
ministry in 1895. He was pastor of were two nationwide organizations
’! SCRAMBLED WORDS | CORRECT WORDS'
821
If the shoe fitted then it surely fits E Stickney ...... .'. _____ 29
Richards. If ............. 3
o
6
the Rockland Congregational Church
PRESENTED BY
founded upon the principle of loyalty
|_ PAP ROAL V
98
now, for the Literary Digest has a Gallagher ........ . _____ 70
rairweather.
If
.....
0
U
0
for ten years, coming to Bangor in
32
reputation to sustain, anu is mani R King .............. ____
67 I 1905 as pastor of the Central Congre to the flag and the Constitution and
Wadsworth, rf ....... 3
6
0
JL
YU
MCLOON
with the purpose of actively foster
61 :
0'
festly seeking to ascertain thc coun Boyce ............................. 34
Annis. rf ................ 0
o
j_TlN due
SaiFSAHc5ERVICE
gational Church, in lhe then beauti- ing good citizenship. Both organiza
try's unbiased opinion. Wc hold no
Belyea. C
9
3
19 1
I ful edifice on French street.
j TOOMS R
tions have active programs for de- 1
404 ;
233
Totals ..............
brief for the magazine but have
1
Marriner. lg ........... 1
3
With the burtiing of the Central veloping good citizenship, an edu
j SEA MN
learned to have a wholesome respect
Dickens,
rg
.............
o
o
0
Church, also of the First Parish Con cational project that must go on
l
for the result of its political polls.
J RF.D MON
FRIENDSHIP
gregational Church in the conflagra uninterrupted for all time.
ANS TO Kl_ Ol
34
1
Totals
..................
4
15
tion of 1911. the two church organi
PUZZLE NO. Ol J TEN PIQU ME
"Tlie Orange and thc American
The Methodist Ladies' Aid ■
Rockport
High
EW
Our motor an
Nearly 20,000 deer were killed in entertained tomorrow, Wednesday at zations united as AU Souls Church Legion stand steadfastly opposed to
O
alyser your need, | VA HE
F.
p'l
with Dr. Moore, pastor, built thc pres those elements In our country that
Maine during the last hunting sea- ,hc hQmc Qf Mrs Lizzie
restores
power,,
B. Morong. If .......... 4
1
91
ent church on the sits of the old would destroy government by the,
pep and speed.
son—a number far in excess of the I
,
n ri
Turner, rfa
previous record These figures are 1
Geneva Thompson for an;Flrst Parlsh church arid
Moo^e
4
2
10!
people; both are against all foreign j
> IN-TA’
D Morong. rf.......... 0
0
0
not based on estimates, thev
[ at neon by the hostesses. Those at- i has continued as pastor since. Hls ‘isms'. American ism is the only ism
3!
1
1
Moon,
c
..................
taken from the reports of the offi tending are asked to take silver, cup. ! record is rather remarkable, having we should find in this country. More
0
1
.Spear, lg ............... 0
0
cial
inspection stations.
The saucer and plate, and those not ; been ln but two communities in 40 than the return of prosperity Amcrl- J
Prizes listed herein will be awarded for
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
Rider,
lg
.................
0
0
0
years cf ministry.
what we Judge to be the most accurate,
wardens report plenty of young solicited, sweet5.
ca needs a return to the Ideals of the j
the neatest, and the most original
0!
Grant, rg ................ 0
0
“It Is probable that hls resignation great patriots and leaders who made
stock in the woods, and in good
solutions mailed or brought to us with
STRAND THEATRE
—
.—
in 4ft hours following publication of this
Mr and Mrs. Ralph Davis of will be acted upon at, the annual this land one of the most contented
—
condition, so that thc outlook for
advertisement. Duplicate awards will be
MARGARET SULLAVAN in
Totals
....................
9
22
4
paid tu’tjlng contestants, anybody, ex
19.16 may he viewed with satisfac Thomaston were guests Friday of Mrs. meeting of All Souls Church parish and most prosperous In the world." '
“
SO
RED
THE
ROSE"
cept our employees, may compete. It is
Referee. Wotton.
Lizzie Thompson.
which will follow the annual parish
tion.
nol necessary to make any purchases,
Mr. IWinslow's genial and witty !
t'se the form above, or a separate sheet.
PARK
THEATRE
supper,
Wednesday
night."
Evren Bums was called to Waldo
recital of experiences he lists under
Write your name and address plainly.
Here's a National Event which you!
LIONEL BARRYMORE in
boro Friday by the serious illness of
the subject “Knights of the Road'
WINNERS OF OUR LIST PUZZLE
cannot afford to overlook! The mak
“RETURN OF PETER GRIMM*
'I’lie country can icadily under hls mother Mrs. Gardiner Burns.
CONTEST
kept hls audience entertained and
ers of RYTEX DECKLE EDGE VEL- ;
stand why the Lindberghs wished to
interested as he told the many trips
NOW I EAT
f irst Prize—Lincoln McRae, Jr., 223 Broadway
Alvah
Pottle
Is
in
a
Damariscotta
LUM stationery are offering during
seek seclusion at this time, but why
taken by automobile Into neighbor
the month of January only, 100 sheets
should “Jafsie" go traipsing away? hospital for treatment.
Second
Prize
—
Mrs.
Geneva
L.
Roberts,
West
Rockport
ing States and Provinces of Canada,
and 100 envelopes of this fine writing
Miss Celia Five cf Thomaston spent
Ilauptman's supporters make a
and brought out active participation '
Vpset Stomach Goes
paper with your Name and Address
handle of it, but if Jafsie has not al thc weekend with Miss Flora Wallace. 1
in Jiffy with Bell-ana
ln added suggestions by Mrs. Minnie
'A/
on
both sheets and envelopes—or, j
ready told all he knows the authori
Mrs. Crosby Prior is UL
Miles and Past State Master Obadiah
your Monogram in raised letters on J
ties and attorneys out that way can Mrs. Evren Burns who has been in I
Oardner. The result is that most of
• REFRICERATrbN-Oll HEATING ENGINEERS
•
the sheets, for only »1.00 a box. We
not be quite so smart as the newspa Damariscotta for several weeks with
DISTRIBUTORS OF FINEST FUEL
OILS
those who heard Mr. Winslow are '
suggest
that ycu see samples at once 1
21
LIMEROIH
STREET
ROEKLAND.
MAINE
pers would have us believe.
her son, has returned home
noiv talking atmut doing sonic ad-'
FOR INDIGESTION ** -',S
at tills office,
’i

• im. a. i

r«. Cw

HELD JOINT INSTALLATION

Two Hlindred Grangers Attended Saturday’s

Sessions At Camden

IIIIUA PPUF

“Pm on a see-saw”...
"I've seen two suits in town that
I sort of like but both of them arc
beyond my rrarh in price."
We like cases like this one, for,
when it romes to Ukinc a man out
of a fashion and financial tangle,
we're at our best.
•
Why wouldn’t you find Just the
<uit you liked here? Didn't we
pick it out especially for you?
And rrrtainly you ran afford our
prices for we certainly can’t afford
to go without your business.

Gregory’s
Suits and Overcoats

from $20.00 up

♦♦♦♦
If you wish a real quality—

Ski Suit or Snow Suit
we can rrrtainly interest you.

♦♦♦♦

J

Two Tickets to Each Theatre

HAMBURGER

Bell-ansW

'fLOON SAUS and SERVICE
' UI^ITKU /wo
-.invicr L

L

GREGORYS
416 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.

USED
CARS
Bought and Sold
MILLER’S GARAGE
RANKIN ST.,

ROCKLAND, MR.
i24tr

Every-Other-Day
Donald Marsh has returned to hls I
2
home on Talbot avenue after being !'/
an appendicitis patient at Knox y.
Hospital. Donnie 1$ gaining rapidly. {

3

JANUARY
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IX 13
19 20
26 27
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•
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Rev. Corwin H. Olds of the Con"on- «
be-J
gregational church Is speaking
fore the Camden Commandery' <>r
Knights Templars tonight, hts sub- 2
ject being "War on Wheels."
%

[hter of |
Miss Dorothy Dimick. daughter
Mr and Mrs. Walter Dimick of this 2
'1
city, is a member ot the Ca'tinc Nor
as ' 2
mal Schcol basketball team, and has
been elected captain of the volley
ball team.

TALK OF THE TOWN

Woman's Auxiliary of Knox Hospi- ]
tai is to conduct a cooked food sale !
Saturday at the Senter-Crane store
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Jan 16—Baptist Mens League meets. opening at 2. Mrs. Russell Bartlett ■
Jail 16-Organ concert at Universalist
Church. Miss Kitty McLaughlin assist Is chairman. Preceeds will go to the
ing.
Jan. 17 (3 to 9:30)—Woman's Educa-1 incubator fund.

tlonal Club opening: gentlemen's guoat
night.
A district meeting of Odd Fellows
Jan. IB—Visitation of Rt Rev. Benjamen Brewster at St Peters Church
will be held in Odd Fellows hall.
Jan 31—Annual recital of Mrs Elite
Allen Corner's dance pupils at Park Woodfords, on Jan. 22. for members
Theatre.
Jan. 23—Luncheon for Diligent Dames of lodges in Districts 8 and 9. Among
at home o< Mrs Clarence Munsey.
those conducting a school of inJan 24—Methebe ec Club meets at
struction will be Grand Patriarch
Grand Army hall
Jan 24—Camden—Recital of Camden j ,
c
«r ihlc ettv
id Rockland pupil, of Dori. Heald Luke S Davls of
Clly'
and
School of Dancing.' at Opera House
Feb 2—Candlemas Day
Mrs. George L. St. Clair will be
Feb 3—Lady Knox Chapter D.A.R..
meets with Mrs Nellie Peterson.
Feb 3—Monthly meeting of City chairman of circle supper at the
Government.
I Universalist vestry Wednesday at 6.1
Feb. 10—Adam Wal.h to address Par-)..,. ,,
.
... ,
- I
ent-Teacher Association
While everyone Is at the tables a
Feb I"—Lincoln's Birthday
good old-fashioned sing will be en
Feb. 14—Valentine Day.
Feb 21—Camden—Fire Department joyed. and Dr. Lowe will tell one of
Gift Ball ln Opera House
O. Henry's inimitable stories.
Feb 22—Washington’s Birthday.
Feb. 26—Ash Wednesday
March 5-7—Camden—Food Fair at
apo
Miss Doris Heald announces her
Rockport Lions Club
annual
dance recital Friday, Jan. 24.
March 17—St Patrick's Day.
April 5—Palm Sunday.
I at Camden Opera House, at 8. Tlie
April 10—Oood Friday.
April 12—Easter
t program which will embrace her
June 0—Republican National Conven
. pupils from Camden and neighbor
tion opens ln Cleveland
June 9-11—Annual convention O.A It ing towns will present attractive feaand allied bodies ln Rockland
June 15—Primary Election.
' tures ln class ensemble and solo work.
June 19-21—Annual encampment ot
th« Maine Department. Veterans of
Foreign Wars. In this city.
Edwin Libby Relief Corps will have

j
Averill E Morton, former resident1
cf R:ckland Highlands Is reported
entically 111 at Sailors’ Snug Harbor,
------I
Two bus l:ads of school .children
from Bristol will attend todays pe*
formance of "A Tale of Two Cities*
at Strand Theatre.
I

an all-day session of work on quilts
Thursday at Grand Army hall. At
3:30 there will be special practice id
hearsal of the new officers. Supper
at 6 will be in charge of Mrs. Bertha Hlgglns and
Blanche
Bha<Ues. followed
the
eve.
nlng buslness Mislon

Blue Bonnet Troop. Girl Scouts, Is
A special matinee for school chlUl,^^ on a
campaign slmi.
dren wi.l be held at Strand Theatre i jar
that condUcted last year, with
today, showing "A Tale of Two Cities" a prize of grocer,es t0
awarded
The matinee starts at 4.15.
next week The Olrl g<.0ULs who we

What is your reaction, personal and
genera! to the Townsend Plan? This ,
will be the subject cf an Educational1
Club discussion at GAJt. hail Friday
afternoon.

doing earnest and worthwhile work
under the present leadership ask for
Vfry Wt,e fcc,p Qn
outslde whlch
ma|tes this effort all the morc commendablc.

Tlie Royal Purple degree was con
ferred in Rockland Encampment Sat
urday night by the .’.mart degree team
from Lewiston.

AYERS

Levi T. Pattcrsrn of Freeport, a new
candidal" fcr State senatorial honors
in Cumberland Ccunty, pitched for j
the Rockland ba cball team years ago.

OUR FIVE CENT SALE
WILL CONTINUE ALL THIS WEEK
While many of the numbers advertised are all sold
out, we have many still remaining; and also please
remember—

20 PER CENT DISCOUNT

_____

A new Post cf the V F.W is to be
Instituted in Crcno next Sunday, with
i 25 charter members. Junior Vice De[ partment Commander Oliver R.
j Hamlin will cfficlate.

N

!

on any article in the store for the remainder of the
week!
A dollar saved, especially at this season of the year,
is worth while!

WILLIS AYER

|

CONCERT—UNIVERSALIST CHURCH
RICHARD L. PHELPS, Organist

lotte

McLaughlin,

Soloist

BERTHA LUCE, Violinist

Thursday, January 16

------O E. Wl'hman is in charge cf to
night's safety program which will
feature the Joint meeting of the
Chamber of Commerce and local
service clubs. The speakers will be
Adjutant General Hanson, Sergeant
Frederick D. McKinney of Portland,
and Walter Brennan, State Safety
Engineor. Thc meeting will be held
in the Congregational vestry with
supper at 6.30

Ex-Alderman R P Conant is down
cast this morning over the less of a
favorite tree on his Camden street
estate. It was from the friendly pro
tection of this tree (on the alderman's
own authority) that he was accus
tomed to watch automobile accidents
ar.d this morning a Massachusetts'
! truck went off thc road in front of
I Conant Manor and eliminated the
I tree entirely, shearing off a telephone
| pole for good measure.

Tickets 50c

8.15 P. M.

ON MY SET’

The radio world was profound
ly t hocked yesterday to leam of
the <udden death of the pio
neer entertainment broadra-ter.
"Roxy,* whore real name was 8.
L. RothafcL I was introduced to
Roxy some years ago by Walter
J. Rich, who har a rummer home
in Camden, and we rpent a very
pica-ant afternoon in Belfast
watching a Maine Coast League
ba- eball game. He pos es -ed the
delightful personality which made
him ro popular at the “mike."
The familiar voice of Howell
Cullinan is temporarily missing
freon th? microphone In the Her
ald-Travrltr ttudio. The fact that
he was suffering from a severe
cold was patent to all who heard
his last few broadco-te. Hun
dreds of listeners down here In
Knox County are fervently wish
ing this popular announcer a
rpeedv recovery.

The next meeting of the Southern
Zone of the Maine Association of Op
tometrists will be held at 391 Main
street, Thursday at 7.30 p. m. under
the direction of Dr. Bradford Burgess,
chairman. The subject for discussion
will be: "The Human SeeingMachine."

Motion for a directed verdict by
the defense in the case cf Harry Berman, of Rockland, vs. the Alfflia :d
Enterprises. Inc . of Denver. Col., was
taken under consideration yesterday
ln Penobscot Superior Court, by the
presiding justice. Herbert T. Powers.
Alleging that he was to have received
a commission on "bank night" con, tracts, with Maine theatres the
plaintiff Is asking $2500 damages frcm
the Colorado concern.

The University of Maine will enter
tain a scrappy Rockland High School
I team tonight when the Freshmen
take the floor. The Orange and Black
' team, considered this season thc best
in a number of years because of Its

Dr. Mcrvyn W. Bird of Belfast,
String Bean Jcvtn, , great favorite formerly of this city, was elected
■with tha local fight fans, has signed , president of the Maine Association
up for Matchmaker Hamlin's netfi oj optometrists at thelr annual conwonderful shewing against teams of
exhibition at The Rockland Athletic ! ventlon at Hotel Eastland Portland.
, the highest type, will attempt to pull
Club. He will meet Arthur Taylor of Sunday and Monday, and Dr. Bradthe unexpected an<Tup=et the heavy
Biddeford. Ponzi Cochran will have ford
Of Rockland was elected
favorites, the Maine Frosh. The folThe
radio
will
gain
lots
of
new
another try at Johnnie Lawless of j second vice president. About 70
lowing men will leave this noon fcr
adherents
when
Al
Smith
makes
Millinocket.
i optometrists and auxiliary members
Oronc—Murgita. LaCrosse. Morgan
his famous broadcast, Jan. 25, if
------I were in attendance, among whom
Lord. Crockett. Peterson. Karl. McrI
am
correctly
informed.
RegardThose who are selling tickets for were
j p Burgess and his son.
ler of party, everybody Is anxious ! rttt, Wlnchenbach. Skinner, Le:.
the Univerralist concert and have
_____
to know what angle the former ! Raya, Manager Cross and Coach
any to s pare are asked to take them - The midwinter meeting of the
Sezak. Visits will be made to all thc
presidential candidate will adopL
to Daniels' Jewelry store where they , board of directors of the General
important pblnts on the Maine
are placed fcr the convenience of Federation of Women's Clubs in
Adriel U. Bird spent the weekend Campus. The squad will be guests of
down town patrons. Tickets may also Washington. D. C., next week, will
be procured at Dougherty's, Cam- I have only one Maine clubwoman at- at his Rcckland home, making thc the University for supper and will
den, and McDonald's drug store, j unding, Mrs. Maybelle H. Brown of flight from and to Boston in his new- start thelr game at 7 p. m. and hope
Tbomaston.
Waterville, president of thc Maine plane. which thinks nothing of mak to bring heme the bacon to Rockland
by 11.30 p. m.
-------e
1 Federation of Women's Clubs. Many ing the jaunt in an even hour.
At the annual meeting of the incor- ( notable speakers are arranged for
poratoYs of the Kncx County Gen- i
occasion, Mrs. Franklin D.
cral Hospital last night these cfll-- 1 Roosevelt will be honor guest and
cers were re-elected; President, Her- principal speaker at a dinner In
bert W. Keep; vice president. Rev., honor of the Federation's clubs in
James A. Flynn: secretary, Ehslgn. foreign lands.
Otis; treasurer. Joseph Emery; di- >
Tlie High School sophomore mem
rectors. H P Blodgett. W. J. Sulli
van, Ensign Otis. Kennedy Crane. M bers of the Congregational SundayE. Wotton and Milton M. GrKfin. school met for study and games
— Con»i3er»t‘on
At a meeting of the directors Miss Saturday evening with Barbara
Your Economy
Ellen Dalv was re-elected superin- O'Neil. Broadway. At this meeting
Fcr
tendent. Miss Daly was first elected it was agreed to call thc group The
in May. 1930, and the hospital affairs Akphabet Club, and Dorothy Frost
have been administered by her in a was elected president, with Miss
manner eminently satisfactory to the Leah Ramsdell as new teacher. In
Buy Now Before New Taxes Are Made By Congress.
addition to Miss Ramsdell and Miss
beard of directors.
A Word To the Wise Is Sufficient
Frost, others present were Priscilla ]
PURE LARD
lb 14c
The notices for the Baptist Men's Lovejoy Helen Whitmore. Margaret
(one or 4 lb. cartom
League meeting Thursday night are Davenport. Mary Dodge. Barbara
57 lb. tubs. 20 lb. tubs, 4» lb. eases at same low prices
printed in green cut cf deference to Griffin. Madeline Philbrook. Virginia
SALT
PORK
»> 16c
the speaker's topic Secretary Brun- Wood, and Nancy Snow.
(2-3
lb.
strips)
berg's notice reads: “Green Ink
SUGAR,
$5.10
A congregation which well nigh i
Tales" will be the lecture subject, of
(Fine
Granulated!
filled
the
auditorium
of
the
Univer-1
the meeting of the Baptist Men's
ICO lbs. toweling bags. $5.10; 25 lb. bags, $1.37; 10 lb bags. 49c
League to be held Thursday eveninj, salist church gathered Sunday morn
FLOUR,
79c
ing
to
pay
tribute
to
Mrs.
Carrie
j
Jan. 18. 1936. with the "Roving Re
(White Rose Family, bbl. 8 bags, $6.30.
Burpee
Shaw
who
presided
at
the
porter," Frank A. Winslow as guest
Stovers Pride 99c. bbl. $7.75; King Victor $1.14; Pillsbury's Best
speaker. Mr. Winslow has proven console for two numbers In the fare
$1.14; Occident, $125).
himself an exceedingly interesting well service to the old organ which 1
CORN
'
100 lb bag $1.50
speaker on numerous occasions over will be dismantled this week to make |
(Fancy No. 2 Yellow Corn, Cracked Cont or Meal)
W'e bought ten ears of tlue fancy dry corn before thc advance,
the State and is sure cf making this way for the new Hammond Organ.
therefore this low price. Buy quick today.
subject, ‘Green Ink Tales,' which has Mrs. Shaw who acted as organist at i
DAIRY FEEDS
100 lb bag $1.53
never been given before in full, of es the church for nine years some!
(Farmer's Favoritel
pecial attraction to the members. period ago gave to her playing Sun- I
Stover's Pride Dairy Highest Grade, made all pure, $1.73.
Thc Pine Tree Quartet will be there day the color and vigor of those earl- I
POULTRY
FEEDS
100 lb bag $1.90
ier
days.
The
Vested
Quartet
sang
I
to as'ist in making this meeting the
(Stover's
All
Mash)
Mrs.
Shaw
’
s
“
Te
Deum"
a
magnifiJ
very best of the season. The supper
M. F. L. Egg Mash with oil, per bug $2.00; 25 lb. bag, 57c.
will be served at 6.30 sharp. Be sure cent compos'tion with effective solo j I
Scratch Feed, bag $1.85. 25 lb. bag 47c.
parts
for
bass
and
soprano
voices.
I
to be present"
BRAN OR MIDDUNGS
bag $1.39
During tlie Postlude the congrega- I
Pure Bran or Middlings
Choice assortment of new fur coats. tion remained seated, and the ab- I
BEANS
100 &> bag $3.75
Also fur coats repaired and recon sorbed attention was an eloquent j I
Fancy Michigan Pea Beano
ditioned
Guaranteed workmanship! tribute to the artistry of Mrs 1
15 lb. peck 68c, 5 lbs. 23c. quart 9c.
At the close of thc I
Fancy Native Johnson Beans. 60 lb. bushel $3.50, 15 lb. peck !)8c.
and materials. Lucien K. Green, 16 Shaw.
quart 18c.
service Mrs. Shaw was surrounded by ]
School street, Rockland—adv.
Ydloweye Beans. 15 lb. perk 98c.
admiring friends.
Rrd Kidney Beans, lb. 8c. Native Fresh Eggs, doz. 27c. Po
Hardesty’s Peerless Is true to ita
tatoes. bushel 90c, pecks 25c.
The sale of home-craft articles, pic-1
name. The flour without an equal —
tures. mottoes, quilts, knitted and j
adv.
6-8
FREE DELIVERY
FREE PREMIUMS. GIFTS EACH WEEK
hand-woven neckwear, etc , will con
We cell by the pound, by the bag. truckloads or carloads
Ticket* to thc skating field may be tinue for the remainder cf this week
86 PARK STREET
ROCKLAND. MAINE
TEL. 1203
obtained at Chisholm's store or from at the What-Not Shop, 491 Main I
The Home of “MORE FOR LESS." $25.00 Orders Delivered Free
street.
New
designs
in
hooked-rug
'
L. E. McRae $1 for the season. Give
To All Nearby Towns
some poor youngster a winter's fun.— patterns, or we will design a Tug for;
lt
adv.
156*13 “ you, any style or size.—adv.

SAVINGS

STOVER’S

The Knox County Ministerial As
5-«*7*
sociation met Monday at the parish
house of the Camden Congregational
church, with Rev. C. E. Brookes of
the Rockland Methodist church giv
ing a paper on “John Wycliffe." The
next meeting will be on Feb. 10 At
the Rockport Baptist church. The
officers, recently elected are: Presi
dent. Mr. Brookes; vise president.
Rev. W. F. Brown of Camden; sec! retary-treasurer. Rev George Currier
: of Report
Ccmmander Oliver Hamlin John
Gulstin, Ralph Colson, Charlie Hill
' #rd UKeRM Ham„n of
Hunt.

ley-HUl Post. VFW., motored to
Bangor Sunday to visit their comra(,f senior Vice Commander Prank
MCDennell who is a patient at the
Maine General Hospital in that city.
Last Thursday was Mr. McDcnncll'5
birthday, and in addition to having
numerous callers he received many
letters and postcards. His condition
ts as satisfactory as the serious nature
cf his recent accident wcu'.d permit.
-------I A game that is expected to be
P-ayed before an overflowing hou ? is
to take place Saturday night when
_
the ___
smart Rockport
High School
”"nUt
thc Roc“klaRd gym
md claih ^th thc Orar.-: and B’r*
qulntel. Although Rockport lost a
hard. fcught game to the Camden
week r expects torf'everse th. pr0;edure and tack a loss
on the, Rcck]and ie3m. Rockland is
effji smarting from an overwhelming
defeat wj,;ch Rockport administered
lgit vear and w,jj
cut t0
avenge itseJf
.
_____
two ycars a?0 Mrs cha-’.es L Rob,ng;n of Maln street received from
her niece Mrs. Jack L. Foster cf Lcs
Angeles, a box of preserves, shipped
by the Musion Packing Co of Los
Angeles Within a few ds"s Mis?
Shirley Ollddcn. formerly of Rcckiand was also a natron at the Mts,‘icn Packing Co.'s plant, and chanced
to mention that she was frcm Rcck
land. Me. "Do ycu know this lady?"
asked the proprietor, handing her the
shipping il;p bearing Mrs. Robinsons
name. Mies Olidden certainlv did?
and wrote to th" Robinsons of the co
incidence.
An event of the week is the concert
! at the Universalist church Thursday
at 8 when new Hammond organ wil! |
be heard for the first time Richard '
S. Phelps of Boston, an assistant
organist at St. Paul's Cathedral, will
be at the console, and heard in con-,
Junction with him will be Kitty Mc
Laughlin. dramatic soprano, and
Bertha I. Luce, violinist, an array of
artists seldom offered in a local con(♦rt. The sale of ticket* Is meeting

Winter
n AT PRICES YOU LL LIKE
CANNED VEGETABLES
PORK
CHOPS
27c
GOLDEN BANTAM CORN......... 3 No. 2 tins 27c
MAINE WHITE CORN.................. 3 No. 2 tins 19c
EARLY JUNE VARIETY

SOUTHERN PEAS.......................... 3 No. 2 tins 25c
MAINE PEAS..................................... 2 No. 2 tin. 25c
W AX OR GREEN

STRING BEANS.................................3 No. 2 tins 29c

BEST
CENTER, lb.
CUTS

FINNAN HADDIE.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. lb 14c
A Sale of THREE CROW Products
THREE CROW EXTRACTS..............2 oz bots 19c
CREAM TARTAR
SODA—pound of each ...
Black Pepper, lge
Ginger,
%
Cinnamon,
lb
Cloves
pkgs

Tender Leaf
Tea, 3% oz pkg

15c

Davis
5 lb tin
Baking Powder

O
O✓

O Or
HERE'S AN ARTICLE
OF QUALITY AT A
VERY ECONOMICAL PRICE
STOCK UP—THIS SALE FOB THE WEEK ONLY
SWIFT'S PREMIUM

CORNED BEEF HASH
Two 16 oz. tins 27c

A WHOLESOME DELICIOUS MEAL

SPECIAL OFFER!
ONE CARTON TISH—packed 200 sheet.,
THREE CAKES WOOL SOAP—for toilet or bath,

.5 All
For
Total Value.......................................................................... 33

PEANUT BUTTER.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 1 lb jar 17c

Economy Specials

Ground from number one peanuts only

ean 17c
ran 15c

KARO SYRUP

No. 1

1 Can Beans, 28 oz.
1 Lge. Bottle Ketchup
1 Can Brown Bread

ARGO CORN STARCH.......................... 2 pkgs 15c

DIAMOND D COFFEE ................................... lb 15c
FREE RUNNING SALT......... six l*/t lb pkgs 25c

PRUNES
FANCY
LARGE
SIZE

all for 29c

BISQUICK

3 “ 23c

4HIRLEY
TEMPIJ-'.
MUG
FREE

lge.
pkg

No. 2

2 Pkgs. Macaroni
1-2 Lb. Mild Cheese

33c

all for 21c

WONDER WARE OAT, dessert dish in ea. pkg. 9c
Light, tender, wholesome, sugared snowy white with especially
prepared sugar. Delirious. A new taste thrill in doughnuts.

“For Fine Laundering”

LUX lge pkg 22c

SUGAR DOUGHNUTS.. .. .. .. .. . dozen 24c
12c Soft Crust Bread,

Pure Honey,

5 oz. jar
LOG CABIN

Syrup,

bot 20c

CAKE PLATE FREE

“For Toilet and Bath”

09c
39 oz. loaf

POST

LIFE BUOY SOAP
4 cakes 25c

Bran Flakes pkg 10c

2 lge Cakes Big Ben Soap
1 lge pkg Silver Dust
THIS WEEK WHY NOT SERVE PEA SOUP A JOHNNIE BREAD
3 cans Sunbrite Cleanser
CORN MEAL...........................................5 lb bag 19c
1 Heavy Dish Cloth
WHOLE GREEN PEAS............................ quart 17c

all for 29c

Swift’s Pure Lard or Jewel Compound .... 2 lbs 29c
PERRY’S NEW MARKET, PARK ST. OFFERS YOU—FREE DELIVERY
PHONE 1234 FOR QUICK DEPENDABLE SERVICE
AND REMEMBER, OUR FREE DELIVERY EXTENDS TO
ROCKPORT
THOMASTON
OWL’S HEAD
ROCKVILLE

AND OTHER NEARBY TOWNS

PERRY’S MARKETS

BORN
RIO stationery with the Palm Tree.1
in a variety cf pastel shades. This GRANT m Knox Hospital. Rockland
Dec 19, to Mr and Mrs Gerald
unusual stationery, printed with your
Grant, a daughter. Oail Lee
Name and Address in contras tine BOONS—At Knox Hospital. Rockland.
Jan. 11. to Mr and Mrs Eugene Boone,
colors ts especially priced now at .1.001 a son. Richard Akely.
per box. for 50 sheets and 50 envelopes M*5
€"AL Wurce,tir\2,.“’ DJ4
to iUJ.
Mr and Mrx Robert I Richards I
Magune. a son. Richard Orant
Sce samPles at
The Courier
GRAY—At Rockland. Jan 7. to Mr and
Mrs Homer Orsy of Vlnalhaven.
with a success beyond all expecta Oazette office—adv.
daughter. Elizabeth Rachel
tions, and a word to the wise Is to
CURT®—At Rockland. Jan 11. to Mr.
and Mrs Harvey Curtis, a daughter.
purchase tickets as soon as possible
Gertrude Mav.
as only seating capacity will be avail
able.
MARRIED

At thc annual meeting of the
Methodist Sunday School Board last
week these officers were elected:
Superintendent, Leroy A. Cbatto; as
sistant superintendent. Ralph U.
Clark; superintendent of Primary
Department. Mrs Thelma Stanley; of
Junior Department. Mrs. Alice
Brookes; of Cradle Roll. Mrs. Edith
Tweedie; of Home Department, Miss
Minnie Smith; treasurer. Winfield
Chatto; secretary. Miss Margaret
Ellts. After prayer meeting tonight
there will be a meeting to elect lay
delegates to thc lay conference held
in connection with thc annual
Methodist Conference in the spring.
Baraca Class supper and meeting
Wednesday at the vestry.
Maybe you are not going to sunny
California or Florida, but you will
want a box of IliLs attractive RYTEX

21

.18

9^9

M< SHEEHY-MAOUNB—At h'e-f
York
city. Dec 31. B Lloyd McSheehv and
M Avilla Magune of Worcester, Mas'
(Correction |
McFARLAND-CARVER — At Rockport.
Dec 10. by Rev Forrest F Towle
Everett E McFarlsnd. of Rockport,
and Miss Hazel M. Carver of Mon
mouth.

DIED
It is peculiarly important that
a service such as it is our privi
lege and duty to perform be like
the ministrations ol a trusted
friend. Our aim is to be at all
times worthy of your trust.

Russell Funeral Home
TEL. 662
9 CLAREMONT ST., ROCKLAND
lsstr

ROBARTS—At Camdrn. Jan 12 Jennie
Lenora, widow of Charles U Robarts.
aged 67 years. 5 months. 25 days.
BORNBMAN—At Bangor. Jan. 11. Albert
A Borneman. aged 54 years. 5 months.
1 26 days Private funeral services today
at a o'clock at Cushing Funeral parlors.
i Thomaston.
DONOVAN—At Rockland. Jail. 12. Fan
nie E, wife of Webster Donovan
aged 59 years, 7 months. 6 days.
Funeral tills afternoon at 2 o’clock
from residence 83 South Main street
ALLEN—At Rockland. Jan 13. Ruby P.
wife of Lester E Allen, aged 39 years
Funeral Wednesday at 2 o'clock at
Burpee funeral parlora.
BRIGGS—At Rockland. Jan, 14. Simon
Briggs, aged 67 years.
HORTON—At Sesrsmont. Jan 3. Charles
E Horton, aged 68 years. 6 montns, I
17 days.
KNIOHT—At Camden. Jan. 10. Llndlev
Knight. formerly of Lincolnville j
aged 62 years (CorrectionJ

CARD or THANKS
I wish to express my ?lncere thanks
and appreciation to Dr Hall for hls
faithful service# and to the staff doctors
of Knox Hospital, to Miss Ellen Daley
and the student nurses for thelr courtaay
and acts of kindness during my stay
at the hospital. I also wish to extend
my heartfelt gratitude to my- many
friends for cards and flowers
Etta Petrie Grant
Rockland. Jan 6

BURPEE’S
Funeral Service
AND

Funeral Parior*
Established 1840
Licensed Embalmed and
Attendants
John O. Stevens.
Alden Ulmer
Emily W. Stevens. Arthur Andrew*

Day or Night Telephone

450
Representative* In all large cKiee
in the United States and Canada

AMBULANCE
Service Is Instantly available.
Experienced attendant* on daty.

Day and Night Telephone
450
M1MA0 8T.

BOCKLAND,

M>-1

a

Every-Other-Daf
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CfteSNAPSUOT GUIL
CHARACTER STUDIES

With a lelftimer on your camera, you can make "character” snapshots
of youreelf.

ID you ever stop to think that all
of us have had a desire at some
time to be a stage or screen star?
Deny it or not it is still true that
we like to see ourselves in pictures
—although it may be just a snap
shot.
Way down deep in everybody’s
nature is that feeling that we have
certain points of similarity to some
noted actor or actress. Then too
there are certain facial expressions
that we have cultivated which seem
always to amuse our friends.
Now if you want to convince your
self of your ability—or failure—as
a comedian or a tragedian you can
do so quite effectively with your own
camera. Put yourself In pictures.
Few properties are needed for
these personal, informal character
snapshots. Special costumes are not
always necessary, for tn many In
stances It will be the facial expres
sion that tells the story. In the two
pictures shown here, however, the
costume plays a rather important
part A burnt cork, sharpened to a
point, will help accentuate the fea
tures of the character you wish to
portray.
You may And it difficult to hold a
certain expression for more than a
few seconds so have your camera
man have his camera properly fo-

D

cused, and ready to shoot before you
"go into character.”
Suppose that you want to experi
ment with the idea by yourself. You
can take your own picture. How?
Vse a self timer. A seif timer is an
inexpensive gadget that fits over the
end ot the button on the cable re
lease ot a folding camera. It ts ad
justable so that you can set lt to
give you as much as 30 seconds to
take your position before your cam
era and contort your face into char
acter and then—zip—and you have
your picture. Some camera shutters
have a built-in self timer so If you
have one of these models and
haven’t used this feature now’s your
chance.
These snaps can be taken out
doors or indoors by well lighted win
dows or at night with two or three
floodlight lamps. With floodlight
lamps, however, it will be necessary
to use a camera with an f.6.3 or
faster lens. The shutter speed in this
instance should be set at 1/25 sec
ond. Set the diaphragm at f.6.3.
You will find thik type of snap
shooting a lot of fun and it will
help you while away many hours
during the cold winter days and
nights when outdoor activities are
none too pleasant
JOHN VAN GUILDER.

UNUSUAL FACTS REVEALED
-by “Movie Spotlight”

Giant’s Causeway Made
Up of Number of Columns
Giant's causeway is a group of
basaltic rocks on the north coast
of County Antrim, Ireland, eight
miles, east northeast of Portrush.
It consists of a vast number of
columns, generally pentagonal or
hexagonal. The causeway proper Is
a low promontory formed of close
ly packed columns.
Altogether
there are about 40,000 pillars, fit
ting Into each other almost perfect
ly, and Joined horizontally.
Various more or less detached
groups are known as the Giant's
Iaoiu, Giant’s Organ, Lady’s Fan
and so on. East of the causeway
proper is the Giant's Amphitheater,
a small bay with cliffs 350 feet high,
formed In its upper part of two
tiers of basaltic columns from 00
to 80 feet In height. Beyond this
Is Spanish bay, the scene of the
wreck of an aruada vessel; and
still farther east the promontory of
Pleaskin Head. 400 feet high, with
double tiers of lofty columns sepa
rated by a band of ochre. The pe
culiar columnar structure of the
causeway rocks ls shown by geolo
gists to result from the contraction
In cooling of the lava of which they
are composed.
The Giant's causeway derives Its
name from the legend which tacrlbes
Its construction to Flnu M'Coul or
Fingal, who bridged tbe channel
between Ireland and Scotland. In
order that the giants might pass
from Antrim to Staffa.

Perfection of Canning
Resulted From Two Wars
It is a melancholy fact that many
of the peaceful arts either were
born of the necessities of war or
were generously fostered by them—
a circumstance Indisputably true of
modern methods of keeping food
from decay. It was two wars, ob j
serves the NewYork Herald-Trib
une. that brought us something like
perfection In “canning"—the Na
poleonic and the American Civil.
Nicholas Appert won a prize of 12,000 francs from the French govern
ment ln 1809 for his almost com
pletely novel method of preserving
foodstuffs by ste.illzlng with heat
and sealing them ln airtight con
tainers, which In his technique
were glass. The use of cans began
about a hundred years ago, but lt
was not until the Civil war that
they were used to a great extent.
The needs of northern armies far
from their service of supply lo re
gions where food resources were
no means abundant and the neces
sities of the French navy at war
with most of Europe and having a
hard battle also with scurvy In the
late Eighteenth and early Nine
teenth centuries may be said to
have given us our commonest pres
ent methods of preserving food In
tbe kitchen and in the cannery.

AT STRAND WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

|

Ten Thousand Visitors to New American Home in Rockefeller Center

Applaud Time-Saving Devices

In "So Red the Rose." coming on
Wednesday and Thursday to the
Strand Theatre, Margaret Sulla van
dressed tn the hoopskirts and crino
lines of the elghteen-sixty era. plays

a Southern belle who has been reared
in the proud and gentle traditions of
the South. She ls in love with a dis
tant cousin, and hopes some day to
marry him. But this romantic and
pleasant dream of her own future

ls rudely shattered when war clouds
gather and War between the States
becomes a startling reality. The
girl. Vallette. responds enthusiastical
ly to the cause of her people, and is
proud when her two young brothers 1
enlist ln the Confederate army. But
her dismay and disappointment are
deep when the man she loves refuses
to serve the South, refuses to bear
arms in defense of his own people
and country —adv.
—

Gt-rOmrtd in
SHI COLIDM
TAKE IT'

^eoeye Hafti most priud

possession cr a ciparrtti,
Liphttr (nrscmalLu atom to
him btf t/u Prtnzi of Vlads.

i

Matter CcnnnUtfi u/ift um did/mined
that hi darn French. After a. busy dap
at Columbia Studioi hi urns sunn,
an ultimatum — to order hit duuur
in Frtnoh or qo
urilhout iZ /

BiUu
Burka
has a prinU
minaptrii oontistinq oftoodoyi,
a cat, and tun parrots.

JANUARY SPECIAL!

Maioa and Dixon's Liao
Mason and Dixon's line was a
boundary between Pennsylvania and
Maryland, surveyed by Charles Ma
son and Jeremiah Dixon. English
surveyors, from 1763 to 1767. Their
purpose was to settle an old dis
pute between the Penn and Balti
more families, owners of large
tracts In Pennsylvania and Mary
land. When the Civil war came, the
line was used ronghly to mark the
boundary between the free and slave
states, but the slavery line, after
leaving Maryland, Pennsylvania and
what is now (Vest Virginia, followed
the Ohio river to the Mississippi
and then—excepting the slave state
of Missouri—the parallel of 36 de
grees and 30 minutes, established
by the Missouri compromise. After
the war the expression. Mason and
Dixon's line, came into general nse
to separate the North from the
South.—Indianapolis News.
Army Medical Corps Insignia
The insignia of the medical corps
of the army ts the Caduceus, a
winged staff of Mercury (Greek,
Hermes) with which he controlled
the living and the dead so that he
could go unmolested where he
willed; he carrier It especially
when he escorted the dead to the
world below. In Its earliest form It
ls composed of three branches—one
forming the handle and tbe other
two Intertwined. Later tlie Inter
twined branches were replaced by
snakes, and still later wings were
added to the staff. Among moderns
the Caduceus Is used also as an em
blem of commerce, over which Mer
cury was the presiding divinity.

DECKLE EDGE VELLUM
PRINTED STATIONERY
100 SHEETS

100 ENVELOPES

A $2 Value for $1
It's time to stock tip on this fine Deckled Edge
writing paper. Many people buy from six to a
dozen boxes in this Sale because they know
that plain paper of this quality—without any
printing—costs far more than this Special
January price.
TWO SIZES:
(1) Large Bifold Sheet. S'ixlO'i
with Wallet Flap Envelopes.
(2) Small Double Sheets, 7x4'( with
Pointed Flap Envelopes.
Either size furnished with Name and Address.
Blue ink. on the Sheets and Envelopes, or
Raised Monogram on Sheets, printed in green,
red or blue ink, Envelopes Plain.
Also many other styles to choose from.

THE COURIER-GAZETTE
ROCKLAND, MAINE

Two Specie* of Coral Snake*
There are two species of coral
snakes, one known as the harle
quin, being found in the Southeast,
the other, the Sonoran coral snake.
In Arizona. They are recognized by
their red, yellow and black rings
and can be distinguished from sim
ilar but harmless snakes by tbe fact
that the black rings are single and
bordered by a pair of yellow rings,
while the harmless species has sin
gle yellow rings bordered with a
pair of black rings.

Europe’* Melting Pot
Seeing the variety of race Is part
of the fascination of traveling In
Europe. There are recognizable de
scendants of Spaniards In Holland,
of Hollanders In Denmark, of Scots
In Norway, of Germans ln Russia,
while the British Isles are a melt
ing pot In which every nation of Eu
rope has mingled.

NOTICE!
After being absent from my office
1 leveral weeks I have resumed my
practice as usual.
DR. J. H. DAMON, Dentist

Over Newberry's 5c A- 10c Store
Telephone 415-W

Above, a corner of the living room of Future
House, New American Home In Horticultural
Hall on the 11th floor of the RCA Building In
Rockefeller Center, New York City. At right,
the kitchen of Future House showing electric
range, metal-topped cabinets, tlsctric dish
washer, sink and refrigerator.
By Alice Woods
|EN like the kitchen of Future
House even better than do the
women, according to a check-up on
visitors to the New American Home
tn Horticultural Hall, Rockefeller
Center, New Y-ork City.
Of tbe ten thousand men and
women from all parts of the Vnited
States, France and England, who
have inspected the low-priced house
ln its first ten days of exhibition,
more men than women vote first
place to tbe kitchen with its elec
tric range, dishwasher. monel metal
sinks, andr refrigerator
They
examine the electrical gadgets. In
quire as to the cost of operation and

SUNSET

s> s-iss*;*Xj a child, Joan Btnnatt utoO
and prtsifi&d ptoups with htrsdf
in tfu stdiar •ous and Gtrnslanci
and Borbara. in supporting parti.

]^en Prefer Kitchens—Future House Shows

“IGNORANCE,” a study of drudg- made in soap carving since tbe be
I ery—a graphic presentation of ginning of the annual competitions
the back-breaking, soul-wearying twelve years ago.
The Twelfth Annual Competition
toil that epitomizes ignorance it
self, is the subject of this sculpture for the Procter & Gamble prizes
in soap which won for its creator, totaling 52,500, will officially close
Grace Bass of Columbia, Missouri, on May 1, 1936, after which prize
a 5150 first prize in the senior class winning sculptures will be exhibit
in the Eleventh Annual Competi ed in libraries, mufeums and lead
tion for Small Sculptures in White ing department stores throughout
the country. Entry blanks for this
Soap.
Submitted along with more than competition may be obtained free
4.000 other carvings, by sculptors of charge by writing to the Na
young and old, amateur and pro tional Soap Sculpture Committee,
fessional alike, “Ignorance" is a 80 East 11th Street, New York,
striking example of the strides I N. Y.

Mr and Mrs. Courtney Eaton cele
brated their golden wedding anniver
sary Jan 6
Mrs. Cera Thompson is making her
home with Mts. Augusta Nichols
The Church Aid held Us first meet
ing of the year with Mrs Ethel Eaton ;
Mrs. Clara Hutchinson recently j
visited her sister. Mrs Emery Cole.
Mrs. Ruth Perez and daughter i
Barbara spent last Tue day with Ma
rion Billings
Leslie Ott has been guest of his
daughter. Mrs. Ruth Perez, for a few
days.
Serving the church as officers this
year will be T. E. Cole, clerk; Mar
garet Gray, treasurer; Florence Stin
son. missicnary secretary: P JEaton, deacon: F O. Lufkin, trustee:
Ethel Eaton, music committtee: P J
Eaton Sunday School superintend
ent.
The Christian Endeavor held its
business meeting Jan 4 and elected
Margaret Gray as president; Martha
i Stinson, vice president; Elsie Cole,
' Secretary; Thomas Cole, treasurer.
The annual church roll call will
J take place Jan. 23 at the church.

ldfield Says Nation Needs Uniform Traffic Laws
cf American Motorist*
C»;e* Absurdities in
Regulation*
LOS ANGELES —(Special) —
Barney Oldfield, ex-race driver and
dean of American motorists, be
lieves that a simple, uniform traffic
code, in effect throughout the en
tire nation, would do as much to
reduce accidents as any other sin
gle factor.
The famous speed king and rac
ing daredevil of former years ex
pressed this opinion today, while
on a national safety education tour
sponsored by the Plymouth Motor
Corporation.
“I’ll drive through ten or twelve
States and at least 25 large cities
before I get back,” he said, “and
I’ll run into just about as many
different traffic codes. I’ll have to
be watching for signal lights over
head, straight ahead, to the right,
to the left and even on the ground.”
Oldfield, who has traveled in
every state and almost every city
and town in the nation, pointed out
some of the glaring differences in
the various states and municipal
traffic laws.
“Thc most dangerous and con
fusing differences arc those relat
ing to speed limits and stop-and-go
lights,” he said. “Some states have
arbitrary speed limits, while others
leave the speed to the discretion of
the motorists. In some cities, am
ber signal lights mean stop and
Stop immediately. The same am
ber-colored lights mean the motorlet may proceed in other cities.
Motorists may turn right on red
lights in many cities. This is
jgaiost the law ia other*.”

comment on the practicality of the
black rubber floor.
Women delight in the living room
with its cork floor, sunken ceiling
light. Amodec divisible sofa and
flexwood-flnisbed fireplace.
Second place In men's estimation
goes iq the air conditioning unit
which supplies heat in winter and
cool air In summer. Next comes
the Arcode bathroom with its pre
fabricated units ot tub and shower,
and clothes hamper, sink, mirror,
towel racks, and medicine chest.
Women give third place to the large
closets in the master's bedroom, and
fourth place to the bathroom.
Men pay no particular attention
to the nursery with Its toy closet
and furniture ln gay red, yellow,
and blue. Women like'it.

Among the materials used ln Fu
ture House which rate approval
from its visiters are the translucent,
insulated, non-transparent glass
brick walls ot tbe bedrooms, the
cork floors, and the steel window*.
Ninety percent of the visitors
come in couples and ask practical,
searching questions about the rea
sons for the choice of materials and
the cost of building and running
the house.
Future House, one of the many
New American Homes now on ex
hibition throughout the country,
can be built with complete electrical
equipment and air-conditioning for
from 55000 to 57000. It is open to
the public from 10 A.M. to 10 PM.
dally ln Horticultural Hall at aa
admission of ten cents.

I

I COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS WORD PUZZLE

HORIZONTAL
1-Dry
5-Gone by
•-Piece of rock
14- Lucld
15- A singing voice
16- City of France
17- Exhibition
20- Great (abbr.)
21- Quiet
22- Canva* ahelter
23- Charge for services
24- Treaaurer* (abbr.)
25- Crowd
26- Sound of a cat
27- Slaah
29-Conflicta
30- Secretion from
aorea
31- Chineae plant
32- Hindera
33- Reiterate
36- Upon
37- Diapatch
33-lnferior
39- Preflx. Twice
40- Separated
42-Tranamitted
43- Century (abbr.)
44- Consume
45- Twiat
46- Repetltion of words

VERTICAL (Cont.)
18- Naval title (abbr.)
19- lndia (abbr.)
23-To bland by molting
25- Compact
26- Young doga
27- Ceaae
28- Girl'a name
29- Long slender rod
30- A torment
32- A vegetable
33- Tear
34- Assist
35- Prong
37- Heavenly body
38- Smooth (Phon.)
41- Harveat
42- More than one
VERTICAL
43- Eat
45- Conflict
1-A serpent (pi.)
46- Faatena again
2- Scarce
47- Part of a ship
3- Sluggishnesa
48- City in Prussia
4- Forsake
5- Glaa* in a window 49- Owned
50- Superlative suffix
6- High (Mua.)
7-Grecian coin (pi.) 52- Pronoun
53- Freezes
8- Carriera (colloq.)
54- Taverna
9- 8peck
55- Poaacative of Asa
10- Cure hide*
67-Dreaa material
11-Conjunction
12- River in W. Africa 58-Writing fluid
60-Six
iJ-The natural fat

HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
47-Cauterize
49- Obtain
50- Ever (contr.)
51- Serpent
52- Detpiae
5J-A peninsula in the
Adriatic aea
56- Exlsts
57- Reatrainta
59-Device for lifting
61- A thoroughfare
62- Girl'a name
63- Clipa
64- Large animal (pi.)
65- Seaaion (abbr.)

(Solution to previous puzzle)

WEST ROCKPORT
BARNEY OLDFIELD, speed king turned safety expert, lists the “pub
lic traffic enemies” for school safety patrol boya. The former speed
king it on a national safety education tour sponsored by Plymouth.
Oldfield said it would take a
Philadelphia lawyer and a life-time
of diligent application to know and
obey all the different laws.
•
“And, even then, he’d probably
violate some useless statute that
should have been repealed 20 years
ago,” he said. “For instance,
there’s a law in effect in one of
the Central states that prohibits
motorists from entering any city
until they have employed someone
to precede them on foot (or horse
back) with a warning signal.
“Another ridiculous l*w still in

existence in one of our Western
states, stipulates that two motor
ists approaching an intersection
must come to a complete stop. The
law further states that neither
motorist can start again until the
other has proceeded.”
With such laws still on thc sta
tute books, Oldfield said the only
thing a motorist can do—and still
be in the right—is to observe the
number one traffic law—the golden
rule of motoring:
“Do unto others as you would
have other* do unto you.”

Mrs. Thurston Spear recently en
tertained the Tuesday Slub Toasted
anchovy and caviar sandwiches,
sweets and coffee were served.
Miss Charlene Heald spent the
weekend with Mrs. Myrtle Wheeler
and children ln Camden.
Mrs. Eleanor Ltbby and children
Eleanor and Buddy were weekend
guests of Mr and Mrs. Oliver Holden.
Mrs. Harold Jones of Ash Point
made a brief call Sunday at the home
of R. J. Heald.
Aimee Karl of Rockland was a
caller Sunday on Sylvia Heald and by Mrs Heal and son resulted In
Charlene Heald.
flood circulation and he suffered no
J. T. Heal suffered a heart attack 111 effects. Dr. Green, who was
Wednesday morning but quick action called, arrived with W. D. Heald.
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Every-Other-Day

ROCKPORT

in Rayon and Wool

rage Five

2 BLENDS - 2 PRICES

EAST UNION

CUSHING

AT THE PARK WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

Earle Achorn returned Sunday to
Mrs. Gretchen Payson is making I
Miss Carrie E Wallace has employ
resume his duties at Liberty Gramgood recovery from her recent fall.
RED LABEL
I
BROWN LABEL
ment at the home of Mrs. Oliver on
and is able to toe about the house. | America’s finest quality | High quality, low price
I mar School after three weeks' vacaBeechwoods street In Thomaston.
i tion.
Her mother. Mrs. Grassow, is with
Mrs. Katherine Benner of Friend-!
j Mrs. Georgia Sncw has returned to
her.
ship recently visited Mrs. DorothyRockland after a visit at the home
Mrs. Mina Rines of Warren is
Lindahl.
of Mrs. Minnie Crozier.
spending a few days at the home of
Miss Barbara Fales was in Rcckland
Mrs. Alma Rcche of Melro e. Mass.,
as recent guest of Mr. and Mrs. Wil- j her brother, George Davis, before
: is guest of Mrs. Ernest M. Torrey,
going to New York
lard Fales.
Union street.
Mrs. Maud Payson was dinner
In a recent report of the supper
Mrs. Grace Payson, Miss Helen
guest Wednesday of Mrs. Lottie Well
at the Baptist Church, which marked
Carr and Miss Blanche Raysor of j
man.
' the close of the attendance contest,
Thomaston dined last Tuesday with
207
Miss Elizabeth Anderson of Port
j the name of Mrs. Eva Moon, who effiMrs. Dorothy Lindahl.
Clyde is visiting her sister. Mrs Fred
j ciently served as chairman, was inThe Christmas tree known as the j
Spear.
I advertently omitted.
readings, recitations, original selec last Wednesday, during the absence
“Aunt Carrie Memorial" was held at'
A * • •
Mrs. Marion Clark and son Richard
tions. together with remarks and of Dr. Shurtleff.
the home of Miss Mina A. Woodcock
who have been occupying an apartstories by visitors.
Annie Lunt recently visited rela
Granges Install Jointly
and bore the usual number cf. gifts [
■ ment ln the Manasseh Spear house
tives
in Frenchboro a few days.
Tlie Installation of Pioneer Grange
for the children of Broad Cove
I fcr several months, are now at the
Jeannette Hart who received in
SWAN'S ISLAND
school. Miss Woodcock was a&si ted ! was a delightful occasion and was
home of Mr. and Mrs. L. True Spear
juries while toller skating last week,
by Miss Barbara Fales and Miss Anna | witnessed with pleasure by a large
Rev. Orville J Guptill of Bar Har Is able to resume her duties at the
I for the remainder of the winter.
number of guests last Tuesday night,
Seavey.
bor was called here Friday to conduct Freedman store.
Wilbert Meservey was taken to
Mr and Mrs. G T. Lindahl whoj South Hope Grange officers also as
the funeral service for Seth Sprague,
Ban ror Saturday for medical treatrecently moved here from Laurelton. suming their positions at that time.
who died Jan. 8 in Minturn.
' ment at the State Hcspital.
The
ceremony
was
performed
ably
N. Y„ recently entertained Mr and
Fred C. Robinson is able to be out,
Mrs. Amy Pike of Portland Is visitMrs. C. H Wales, daughters Thelma by Past Master J. O. Jameson of
Meddling with Helen Mack's ro- semi-eerie climax after his death, following his recent illness.
White Oak Grange and Past Deputy j 'ng Mr. and Mrs. G. F. Newman for1
and
Jeannette,
and
Miss
Mina
A.
mantic life, Lionel Barrymore, in the RKO Radio picturized this success
The local firemen will stage an old
J. L. Dornan of Pioneer as installing ' a few weeks.
Woodccck.
Wilhout Calomel—And You'll Jump Out of Bed io
starring role of "The Return Of ful stage play by David Belasco with time minstrel show at Town Hall in
officials, Helen Gordon serving as
Harold Hart and Maynard Higgins
•
•
•
•
(he Morninf Rina’ lo Co
Peter Grimm." causes tragedy to Allen Vincent and James Bush also the near future.
marshal and Alice Davis and Maud are with Roger Joyce in his dragger.
The liver hhculd pour out two pound* of
enter her life, only obliterated bv a ln the cast.—adv.
Frank G. Young
liquid
bile
into your howel* daily. If thin bile
The Twentieth Century Club will
| The Methodist Ladies' Aid met i» not flowing
Payson acting as aids.
1
News has been received of thc death 1 Orchestral music interspersed the Thursday evening with Mrs. Sadie
1 meet Friday afternoon with Mrs.
It just decay* in the bowel* Ga* bloat* up
your atotnach. You ret constipated. Your
of Frank G. Young, which occurred formalities and at their close, a ban Gross.
Rena Carroll. Commercial street. Pawhole system is tmisoned and you feel sour,
aunk and the world looks punk.
at his home in Campel'.o. Mass., fol quet was served to more than 75
i pers will be presented by Miss Elsie
Arlene Bates has returned to Port
Laxatives are only makeshifts. A mere
lowing a few days' Illness with pneu patrons. An excellent program was land after spending the holidays with bowel movement doesn't get at the cause. It
' Lane on “The Friendly Stars" and by
takes tho».e good, old Carter’s Little Liver
monia.
! Mrs. Ada Libby on “John Burroughs "
presented by the local lecturer. her grandmother, Mrs. Edward Scott. Pills to get these two pound* of bile flowing
freely and make you feel "up and up" Harm
Curtis
Webster
of
Vinalhaven
was
He was born in this town, thc sen of Myrtle Gould, numbers on which
FEVER MA
Dr. Thomas Tapley of McKinley less. gentle, yet amazing in making bile flow
New
Fork-Carir
Foahiont
a weekend visitor at the heme of Mr.
Marius and Eliza A. (Hathorm were vocal solos, instrumental music. ' made several professional calls here freely. Ask for Carter’s Little Liver Pill* hy
CHINE USFP TO
name. Stubbornly refuse anything else. 26c.
KILL GERMS —
and Mrs. W. E Whitney.
'"PUN rayon and wool in a French Young, and was cne of a large family
Bennie Smith, nn
Mrs. Ralph Blakley returned'Saturwool type fabric is used for of whom only cne now survives, his
arthritis patient,
day from Eastport where she had, this youthful frock, smart for wear sister Miss Ar.nie Ycung, of Dorches
receives treatment
at Galllnger Mu
I been spending two weeks with Mr UDder the fur coat for winter spec ter, Mas:., who is nearing her 90tii
nicipal Hospital
Blakley who has employment there tator sports. This frock, which fea birthday anniversary and resides with
In the fever ma
tures the new Spectra Talon fas
He accompanied her here, and re tener at the neckline, is modish tn a niece. Miss Daisy Welch. Mr Ycung
chine used to raise
temperatures arturned yesterday.
was married to Miss Lizzie Hathorn
all the rich colors of tbe season.
UAclally. With his
The Ladies' Aid will hold an alland Dec. 12 their golden wedding an
temper ature at
day session Wednesday at the Metho
niversary was celebrated. About 26
106 he grins and
for her services and presented her
dist vestry with dinner at 12 o’clock.
years ago the family moved to ■
asks for more Ice.
with a gift from the Corps as a dem
It Is said that feeMrs. Frank L. Salisbury entered
Campello, Mass . where they had since
onstration of appreciation. Other
er may be Induct
Community Hospital Sunday for
resided.
ed np to 101 de
gifts were received by Mrs. Torrey
surgical treatment.
.
Mr. Ycung is survived by his wife,
grees without dan
from her associates. She in turn pre
ger.
Friends were saddened to learn of
three sens and two daughters. Ever- j
sented a past president's Jewel to Mrs.
the death at South Portland of Lucy,
Bohndell , outgoing president and J e/tt. Walter, and Roy Young of
widow of Cant. John Beal The re
Lily Pons In a moment
gifts to Mrs Peterson. Mrs Mildred Campeilio, Mrs. Sarah Dewhurst cf
of relaxation, wearing
mains were brought here Sunday for
Holmes and Mrs Linthel Lane. In ap Ea-t Bridgewater and Mrs. Euna
a casually-smart walk
burial in Amesbury Hill cemetery.
ing costume consisting
preciation of services rendered. Ad Hefier of Camnbello.
Mrs. Beal was a resident of this town
of woolen sweater,
Funeral services were held Wednes
journment was made to the banquet
slacks, and shoes with
for many years, but left here about
day. Interment was in Massachu
hall
where
a
buffet
lunch
was
served.
built-up heels. Famed
15 years ago to make her heme in
for her beauty as well
Miss Mattie Russell presided at the setts.
Portland She was a member of the
as her lovely soprano
piano during the evening.
voice, she makes good
Rockport Methodist Church
TREMONT
use of her dainty sise
Everett E McFarland, son ot Eu
two and one-half feet
NORTH WARREN
gene A. McFarland and Miss Hazel M.
In a dally ramble with
Mrs. Jacob Kelley Is improving
White Oak Grange will hold an allPanouche, her pet pup.
Carver, daughter cf Mr. and Mrs
from an illness which has confined
From her head to her
Eenjamin K. Carver of Monmouth, day session. Jan. 18. with dinner at her to the house the past six weeks
modish heels, she Is
were united in marriage Friday eve noon.
well-fitted to reign as
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Albee spent
Miss Athleen Robinson who is suf
America's most popu
nin’ at the home of tlie bride’s aunt,
Christmas
in Rockiand w:t 1 Mrs. Al
lar star. Radio, mov
Mrs. Lillian Keller. Pleasant street, fering from rheumatic fever. Ls
ies, grand opera—Uly
bee's parents. Mr. and Mrs Benja
somewhat
improved.
with Rev. F:rrest F Fowle officlatall in her
Donald Mank and Wesley Tolman min Sukeforth.
stride.
j ing. The single ring ceremony was
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Underwood of
used. The couple were unattended who are working in the woods for
Elizabeth. N J. were guests :f Dr.
Charles
Burgess
in
Union,
will
make
They will reside here.
• • • •
their headquarters at Bump's Tavern T S Taplev when called to thi- town
during the season of difficult travel by the death of Mrs Elmer Stanley.
Humor and RoirvrwThe Methodist Epworth League has ing.
Mr. and Mrs. Pearl Dow are receiv
Mrs Martin Kohlinen Is convalesc ing congratulations cn the birth. Jan.
started rehearsals on a three-act play
to be presented at Town Hall In the ing from a surgical operation at 4, of a son, Carlton David, at lhe Nor
near future. Comedy lovers who like , Knox Hospital.
wood maternity home.
a good laugh and those who enjov a j Mary Grade has been visiting The Ladies' Aid held its annual
touch of romance, will anticipate this friends at Waldoboro the past week meeting and election of officers
Mrs Hilda Post who is In ill health Wednerday at the parish hou~e
performance.
The cast is of this composition: is able to sit up a short time each Members present numbered 20. and
Amandy. a Zazu Pitts type. Roberta day.
Mrs Perry L. Smith and daughter
Holbrook: Isabel, who divides her Miss Damie Russell who has been Alice, were special guests.
Mrs.
/i
time between her beauty shop and visiting her aunt, Mrs. Charles Clarence Smith was chosen president;
THIS “FORGER" IS IMMUNE
eating. Helena Upham; Helen, who Erickson, entered Knox Hospital last Mrs. W H Kittredge, Mrs. Ralph
—Pretty Louise polk Wilson,
finds It hard to decide between her Thursday lor an appendix operation. Benson, vice presidents; Mrs. Shirley
related to the two former presi
TWO CUTE BABIKA
Mrs E. J. Kalloch Is in feeble Kelley, secretary; Mrs. Charles Hard
dents whose names she bears,
husband and aviation, Dorothy
—When Virginia
of the General I nnd Office,
health.
Burns;
Miss
Jane
Scott,
directress
of
ing. treasurer; committees. Mrs E B
Weldler, young anroan
might be railed a professional
DDE AD
NATION-WIDE
an crphanage. Elizabeth Lane, The j
player went on loca
BIG LOAF
Reed, Mrs. Fred Lawton. Miss Har
forger, hut fortunately It Is all
DKCAAL#
whole milk bread
tion for one of her
New Purses From Paris
foreign aspect is brought in by Julius
legal aa President Roosevelt
riet
Williams,
fancy
work;
Mrs.
Ed

latest films, she t»4r
has authorized her to sign his
Greenbaum. played by Donald Welt
ward Robinson. Mrs. Henry Sawyer,
her kitten “Grey-'
SPLENDID BRAND
name nn patents. Site Is Iho
WORCESTER
and
Hugo
Larsen
bv
Earle
Payson
aa
companion.
Here
aprons; Mrs. Alberta Sawyer, Mrs.
GOLDEN
only person authorized to sign
thev are b e t w • e a
The two leading parts are ably
the president's name and has
Iona Sawyer. Mrs. Harry Albee, no
BANTAM
IVORY
SALT
shots.
done so about ll,00j tlmi a.
played by Lois Bums and Ernest
tions; Mrs Jacob Kelley. Mrs W. H
2 LB
SPLENDIC BRAND
Crockett. Miss Bums takes the role
Kittredge. Mrs Sidney Wallace,
BOXES
of Miss Patricia Stillwater. In whom
quilts; Mrs. Edmond Howe. Mrs. L. J.
every' one confides and who is con
Norwood, illne's; Mrs. Leslie Rich.
FLORIDA
BAKER'S
sidered Just a pal by Billy Harkness.
SPLENDID BRAND
Mrs. Shirley Kelley. Mrs. Sidney Wal
played by Mr. Crockett.
CHOCOLATE
lace. music
• • • •
TENDER .nd SWEET
.
• « • •

"SALADA"
TEA

WAKE UP YOUR

LIVER BILE-

^HEADLINES

S

IS YOUR GUIDE TO

FRIEND’S BEANS
. 2 S84 29<
FRANCO AMERICAN SPAGHETTI . 3
25c

9®

13'

MIAMI’S

Ideal Resort Hotel

Relief Corps Officers Installed

Convenient to all points of Interest—Modern In every way.
An enjoyable view from our spacious ground-floor porches,
which surround the hotel. Many rooms with private balconies.

Booklet
on
Application

HOTEL

June io
October

GRALYNN

Hotel
Maselynn
Stamfora
Del. Co.
N. V.

Corner Second Street
and First Avenue

R. H. Mase
Manager

Moderate Rates
Dining Room Service Unsurpassed

RATES
Jmgle *2»-Jw-J«»

NO TRAFFIC OR TAXI/
to Your hotel in BOSTON

frubl. S1«M» 4 u
AU AOOUt WIT- |ATa
Spoc ai wttMy ratal

500 Rooms
RADIO
SERVIDOR
TUB SHOWER

sstsi MANGER
« NORTH STATION

*< STEP-Ar««

TRAIN-Ityen' ROOM ’

The annual installation of officers
of Fred A. Norwood WRC was held
Friday evening. The affair was semiprivate with each member privileged
to invite a guest and Edwin Libby
Fast G AR and Anderson Camp,
Sens of Union Veterans of Rocklar.d
as special guests.
Emma L Torrey, past department
president, officiated as installing offi
cer. performing her duties in a digni
fied and impressive manner Induct
ed into office were: President. M’S.
Maude Peterson; senior vice presi
dent, Mrs. Vellie Simmons; treasurer,
Mrs. Cacilda Cain; conductor, Mrs.
Addie Wentworth, guard. Nellie Alex
ander: secretary. Stella Simonton;
patriotic instructor, Mrs. Linthel
Lane; press ccrrespondent. Mrs.
| Louise Melvin; assistant conductor,
Hazel Cain; assistant guard, Mrs.
Annie McGowan; color bearers. Mrs
Mary Snow. Mrs Ellen Bohndell and
Mrs. Carrie Oray; chaplain, Mrs.
| Torrey; Miss Oladys Cooe. 3d color
bearer. Mrs. Maude Davis. Junior vice
president, and Mrs. Lulu Rice, musi
cian who were unable to be present
will be installed at a later date.
Interspersing the ceremony were
selections toy the R.HS. Orchestra;
songs "Red Sails in the Bunset' and
“Without a Word of Warning" by
Ernest Crockett, accompanied by Mrs
Linthel Lane, pianist; readings. Mrs.
Eliza Jones. Remarks were made byRev. O. F. Currier. Arthur K. Walker,
Clarence Fish and several of the spe
cial guests.
Mrs. Peterson thanked Mrs. Torrey

Farii Office
Du Pent Btyle Service

p.tniS — The newest handbags
seen on the boulevards this
Winter are gay with clasps and han
dies of plastic materials and are
themselves designed In leather. In
rayon and In a combination of ray
on and slit cellulose film. The top
bag, au Illustrated, is by Schiaparel
li, developed in brown box calf and
fastened by a plastic motif in the
shape of a lock. Below, is shown a
bag by Molyneux in black doeskin
with handle and clasp in emerald
green transparent plastic material
and, under that, Is a drawing of a
beg in black box calf with a black
and white plastic motif on the strap.
At the bottom of the picture at thc
left, the bag is made of rayon vel
vet In tortoise-shell color with a
solid plastic handle and frame In
the same tone. Beside It, at the
right, Is a bag in black slit cellu
lose film and rayon fabric with a
black plastic haudle and strap.

Joate B. Stanley
Josie (Billings) wife cf Elmer Stan
ley of Center died Jan. 5 at her home
After an illness of only a few days.
Mrs. Stanley had lived in this town
all her life with thc exception of a
few summers which she passed at
Southwest Harbor where Mr. Stan- I
ley was caretaker of thc Roger Under
wood estate.
She was a member of the Episcopal
Church, the Guild and Auxiliary in j
which activities she was an ardent
vorkerfi. and during her early life had
aught school. Deep sympathy ls felt
for her husband whore first thought
was ever of her, their union having
been blessed with true devotion.
Deceased is survived bv one brother
George Billings of West LPalm Beach
Fla.; one sister, Mrs. Fannie Harper
of Rcckland; one niece, Mrs Ina Bill:ngs Holmes of West Palm Beach;
<hree nephews, Oscar. Austin and
Frank Harper, all of Rockland Fu
neral fervices were held from the
residence. Rev. R. L. Corson officiat-,
ing.
Among those attending the funeral
from out of town were Mrs. Harper
and sen Austin of Rockland and Mr.
and Mrs. Roger Underwood of Eliza
beth. N. J.

29«

sajfc
▼▼▼▼▼▼

MARSHMALLOW

FLUFF
LGE CAN

19«

▼▼▼▼▼▼

NATION-WIDE

GELATINE

DESSERT

4 PKGS 19c

CREAM

CORN

STARCH

2 PKGS 19c
r ▼ ■? ▼ ▼ ▼

NATION-WIDE

EXTRACTS
VANILLA or LEMON
IOZ
BOT

19c

FANCY CORN

2 %’s 25c

FANCY TOMATOES

2%a23c

PEAS

. %*17«

SPLENDID BRAND—FANCY CUT GREEN

STRING BEANS . 2 %’s 21c
SANTA CRUZ BRAND

PEACHES

^An'’

SLICED or HALVES

SANTA CRUZ BRAND

FRUITS ro. SALAD W 29c
SANTA CRUZ BRAND

PEARS .

.

2

SILVER SLICE BRAND

NO 2‘4
CANS

2

NO 2
CANS

.

2

CANS

.

3

CANS

DOG FOOD

4

CANS

GRAPE FRUIT
FANCY SAL- .0

SHRIMP .
NATION-WIDE—NORWEGIAN

SARDINES
STRONG HEAR1

Foe Clojj.c .nd Frozen Craim

CAN

BRAIN-KINS
OYSTER CRACKERS

MARSHMALLOW COOKIES

SERVE WITH SOUPS
_______ AND CHOWDERS

Night Coughs
Quickly checked
without "dosing."
rub on

VICKS
> V
R
apq

ub

NATION-WIDE

SERVICE

GROCER

1
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‘WAY DOWN EAST’
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McLAIN SHOE STORE

Buys Ladies' $4.00

FANCY DRESS SHOES

•;

i it........ . -

...............ii. HU

....... .

••

1 .......... .

"

Buys a Pair of $6.00

■

18

■

R
R
R
R
KALI-STEN-1K SHOES R
R
R
R
R
ENNA JETTICK SHOES
R
R
R
R
WALK-OVERS
R
216 pairs

(ill. 1. ni...... iiMituiM»M'..<iii. 1

■
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
I
H

R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
I
I
R
R

-TT'

Buys any discontinued style

$5.00 or $6.00 pair of

Try a pair of Discontinued Style

of

Others $5.95, $7.45

ARCH

CINDERELLA

PRESERVERS

Dress Models

Now

Now

$3.95

$7.95

I SNAP OVERSHOES
■ Children’s, 89c
R
Sizes 7 to 11

Men’s

FOUR BUCKLE

Miss Pauline McLain of New Har
Lowell Thomas News
bor was a visitor in town Sunday.
and Comedy
Mrs. Margaret Spruce cl Camden
spent the weekend with her ccusin,
TUESDAY, JAN. 14
Mrs Walter A. Long, Beechwoods
street.
The Baptist Ladies Mission Circle
Thomaston
meets today for an all-dav session
BANK NIGHT
with Mrs. Cora E. Currier. Picnic
$5.00
dinner will be served and the time de
5*6
voted to white cross work
Leslie Clark, son Allen and Mi-s
Hcpe Farrington cf Portland visited
USES PLAIN W ORDS
Sunday at the home of Mrs Lucy
Clark.
Try the Townsend Plan Or
Mrs. Elizabeth Urquhart of Vinal
Get New Helmsman, Says
haven is passing several weeks with
North Haven Man
her daughter Mrs A. H Pillsbury.
The Thc maston High boys will
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Journey to Ca-tine Wednesday to play
After reading the article entitled.
the Normal School team. The local
b:ys and girts plav Lincoln Adacemy "Explained and Analyzed" on the
Friday at Damariscotta. A Maine subject of thc Townsend Plan, which
Central bus has been chartered for appeared in a recent issue of this
this trip, the first league game of
paper, I was greatly amused to conthe season for Thomaston. In Saturday nights game Rockland second i sldsr the *a>s ln whlch one ma>’look
team scored 22 but Thomaston sec- at tt and prove almost anything he
onds topped It by one score, for a wishes. The United States is as a
total of 23
large town or city, and when a town
The Baptist Ladies Circle meets to- or city has plenty of money being
morrow afternoon at the church
circulated, and Its residents know
Supper at 6 will be followed by an
operetta under the direction of Mrs this condition is going to last for a
time, then the wheels of industry be
Streut.
Hiram Libby and son are building gin to roll. Men and women are at
an extension to their barn to be used work, money Is plentiful, times are
good.
as a joiner shep.
One does not hear much about
• V • •
taxes at such a time of prosperity,
Ferdinand Day who has been a but when everything is tied up.
shut-in the past week as result of a people out of work, and starving in a
severe cold. Is able to be cut.
land of plenty (or would have) and
Mrs Nellie Starrett went Thursday there is a government which is try
to Boston for a few weeks' stay.
ing to help us by plowing under the
An amateur sleight-cf-hand per products of the land, paying people
formance will entertain Wllliams- not to raise live stock, destroying
Brazier Post at its meeting tomorrow whM w( a^ad>.
sUrtM
night at 7 20
throwing thousands of men and
Excellent reports are being received women out of employment thereby,
from Sidney Bean who is at Ooodwill and then importing millions of
Farm. Hinckley
dollars worth of food stuffs—then I
Arcana Lodge. K of P. will confer think it is about time to try the
the ^ccnd degree rank Wednesday Townsend Plan, or have a change in
evening.
the management of our government.
Mrs Lucy Young, matron of Grace
h
Chapter. OES. has as appointed
Frank Beverage
officers: Mrs. Carrie Carroll, chap
North Haven. Jan. 13
lain: Mrs Margaret A Lakeman.
marshal; Mrs Pave Stetson, organist:
UNION
Mrs. Lura Libby. Adah; Dorothea
Young. Ruth; Miss Martha Whitehili,
Mr. and Mrs. Merton Payson and
Esther; Mrs Madolyn Spear, Martha: son Marshall are in South Windham
Miss Helen Studley. Electa: Emma for an indefinite stay.
Kallcch. warder; Capt Hollis Har
Mothers of the danc.ng school pu
rington. sentinel; Mrs Leda Smalley,
pils met Friday with Mrs. George
soloist.
Fossett for work on costumes for the
At Kelley's pool room a battle has
coming recital.
been going on for a long time between
Mr. and Mrs A. T Thurston of
James Pelt and Maurice Sawyer to
Rockland
spent Sunday with Mr. and
decide which is the champion peel
playtr Mr Pelt now claims superior Mrs. William Gleason.
Mr and Mrs. Clarence Leonard and
ity as shown Saturday night.
Members of Arcana Lodge. K P. Mr. and Mrs George Cameron at
and Mayflower Temple Pythian tended the Masonic assembly Thurs- ■
Sisters who attended the joint instal day night in Rockland.
lation cf this order at Friendship last
Honors at the benefit bridge Satur
Friday night, were Richard E. Dunn. day night at the home ot Mr and
Hollis Gilchrist. Levi Copeland. Frank Mrs. Edward Mathews went to Mrs.
Lineken. Ralph Crawford. Maynard Robert McKinley. Mrs Edward AlLinekin. Mrs Katherine Crawford, den. Schuyler Hawes and John
Carrie Wallace and Mrs. Horseley. Williams.
Thc visitors enjoyed the hospitality of
Mrs Zena Nelson entertained the
the neighboring lodge and hcpe tc reCTub
a, dlnner

I
I
■
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

WATTS HALL

clptocatc.

The

Grandmothers’

Ciub

met

* * * *
Thursday with Mn. Bernice Payson.
Mrs. Blanche Vose returned yester- Prizes ln bridge were ciarded Mrs.
day frem Knox Hospital where she F. E. Burkett and Mrs. Ada Lucas,
has been a surgical patient.
Mr and Mrs. Herbert S. Hills have
Sizes 11 to 2
J. B. Pearson Co., started operations returned from a week's visit with
Sa'.u day under the new superintend- thelr daughter at Wells. Mr Hills
ent. Mr Brooker, son of the com- enjoyed a bus ride io Boston as a
pany's president. A cutter, pressman, sjde
machine inspector and other employes
Lcona
tau,h[er
are engaged, with prospects for active
Qf
business in the spring.
guests of Mr and Mrs. Everett Fish.
Edwin Young who has spent nearly
a year In Knox Hospital, has relumed of
home much imnroved ln hea.th.
, friends he-e
ALL SALES CASH
Alton Foster and familv are settled
BuUw
ALL SALES NOT FINAL
in their new home near the W’|oleMopandM„ Prank Lenfest visit| Shoes may be returned if not satisfied in one week
School building.
> ed
Mary daldc recently.
-me Friendly Club wm meet Wedand money refunded
r.csday evening a .
in
.
jn Rockland recwltiy -0 ldsit relatives,
All Sales Merchandise First Quality
dirt vestnr as there *»'«"**£
Miss L;da Messer who has been
to knot. These w o w
guest of hfj.
M
Watts
____
'
’
their cwn work and there is also! has returned
to her work at Wei
amusement planned.
llesley.
An entertainment. "Major Bowes
Mrs. Vesta Carpen'er is with her
Amateur Night." will be presented by
sister. Mrs. Will Dornan
the Baptist Chorus Society in the
Wilbur Boyd of Belf’st wa.s a busi
432 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND, ME.
vestry Wednesday at 7.30. The par
ness visitor here Saturday.
ticipants are Eldred K. Patch. Mrs.
Everett Storer is driving a new car. j
Hilda S Keyes, Ralph J Davis. Le.la
Mrs. Viola Hall Is In failing health.
W. Smalley. Olive Rowell. Eeanor
Mrs. Elmer Light, who is ill. has
! Cieamer's. Mr. and Mrs Vernon Day Harper. Raymond K. Greene and gone to Burkettvilie to be with her
DUTCH NECK
i of Oardiner recently vlilted Mrs. Alice , Lecn R. White. Alton C, daughter. Mrs. Nelson Calderaood
jor Bowes. Alfred M. Strcu,, O. ,
«...
Ronald Emus and Melvin Emus c! Creamer and family.
Arlington. Mass., rpent a few days
Miss Elsie Stahl cf Waldoboro was, ham McNamee." Alfred Chapman;
Grange Installs Officers
recently at the Emus summer home a weekend visitor at the home of her accompanist. Mrs.Amy Tripp,
Seven Tree Orange held lu instal
here.
* parents. Mr and Mrs. Herbert Stahl.
—
lation Wednesday night with an at
Mrs Edgar Wallace and Miss, Mrs Ada Wellman is keeping house
Hardesty's Peerless Is true to Its tendance of nearly 100 Mrs. Lydia
Blanche Whitman were in Dresden for Mrs. Celesta Winchenbapjh dur- , name. Thcflour without an cqua .
Morse, deputy of Lincoln County, with
6-8
New Years day called bv thc deathof mg the latter's absence in Wollaston adv.
her staff, ably installed the officers.
Mass.
The program following -he installaan uncle.
Choice assortment of new fur coats.
consisted
panlomimes tab.
Mrs. Celesta Winchenbaugh recent- j
lAUo fur
Especially
ly went to Wollaston. Maw where
HOPE
ditioned. Guaranteed workmanship j
enjoyed
were
the
tableaux
presented
she will spend a month with her two
and materials. Lucien K. Green. 16 by the Juvenile Grange of North
daughters Miss Ada Winchenbaugh,
Mre Ernest Partridge and Erwin! School street. Rockland.—adv.
Waldoboro. Supper was furnished by
who was heme fcr Christmas accom- Partridge cf Stockton were recent
,.
the host Orange.
Wentworth
is
recovering
panied her mother.
: James
For a Birthday gin nothing would; viitu>r#
r?presentln<
Maynard Winchenbach spent an frem a minor accident suffered while
, be m°re acceptable thaU a b°X 01 V MapIe' Pioncer' Evenin<? Star. South
evening recently with Sherman Van- ! coasting,
guests of Mr. ard Mr. Benjamin 1TX DECKLE EDGE VBLLUM s a- Hope and Eouity Orange of Belfast.
nah ctf Scuth Waldoboro.
’ A^ono. the eonvaiesrents are Mrs Loncry printed with Name and Ad-;
-----------------Mrs Annie Stahl. Miss Villa Stahl Among the convalescents are Mrs.
and Ralph Stahl of Broad Cove were , Luella Bartlett and Mrs Julia Har- dreIS or McnogTam. During thc
ROCKPORT
Stahl residence Sunday wocd who have b cn under care of month cf January only you can buy
at the H. S
this fine writing papir in DOUBLE
Mr. and Mrs. Robert B Magune an- j
physicians
on a visit.
Roads are being kept in good con- the usual quantity (100 sheets and nounce the engagement of their
Mr. aftd Mrs. F.oyd Wotton and
daughter and Mr. and Mrs Milton dltion under the direction of Alden 100 envelopes) at »1 00 a box. including daughter Dorothy Margaret to Robert
Creameq and family of Waldoboro | Allen and Herbert Hardy, who keep the printing See samples at The Gilley Dunton or Rockland and B s1011
Courier-Gazette office—adv.
wer e guests Sunday at Thomas busy with snow ploughs.

Misses’,

98c

OVERSHOES
$2.69

R1 Sale Continues
I
I

R
R
I
I

All This Week

McLAIN SHOE STORE

I

I

Every-Other-Day

NEW DOLLAR BILL
DIFFERS IN DESIGN

STAR THEATRE
Waldohoto

Increased Air Mail Use
Due to Cut in Postage
Chicago.—Record air mall loads
are being transported by United
Air lines, which flew 638 tons In
the last three months contrasted
with 422 tons ln the same period of
1034. President W. A. Patterson an
nounced. A ton Is equivalent to
C0,i)00 pieces of mail, a total of
38,280.000 letters and packages car
ried by United In the past three
months. The Increased mail loads,
however, do not mean Increased in
come for United, which Is paid on
a per-mlle basis rather than on a
poundage basis.
The Increase Is attributed largely
to reduction of air mail postage to
6 cents an ounce and faster sched
ules. Including overnight movement
of mail from the Atlantic seaboard.
Great Lakes and Middle West
points to every city of 100,000 pop
ulation In California, Oregon and
Washington following United's re
cent schedule changes.

Fight White Snail Pest
With Flame Throwers
San Pedro, Calif.—U«lng flame
throwers, one of the new develop
ments of modern warfare, state nnd
county .agricultural men are fight
ing a long drawn battle against an
army of white snails.
The snails dot the earth In clus
ters like white grapqs, cover weed
stalks and climb even to the cross
bars of telephone poles. They have
made damaging Inroads on crops.
Crews with a special truck sear
the hillsides with huge tprehes. The
campaign of burning and poison
ing Is expected to last at least one
year.

CHISHOLM’S
ROCKLAND, MAINE

THURSDAY, JAN. 16

“Broadway Gondolier”
with DICK POWELL
and JOAN BLONDELL

SATURDAY. JAN. 18

“The Irish In U»”
with JAMES CAGNEY
and PAT O'BRIEN

Legal Notice

In Everybody’s Column

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
Advertisements ln thte column not to
WHEREAS. Fiances I. O-»n». o» Pock- exceed
three lines inserted once for 23
lsnd. County ot Knox, ar.d State of cents, three
times for 50 cents. Addi
Maine, by her mortgage dee-’ dated the tional lines five
cents each for one time,
12th day of December A D. 1933. re 10 cents for three
times. Six words
corded In Knox Registry of Deeds. Vol. make a line.
23S. Page 428. conveyed to the Home
Owners' Loan Corporation, tbe under
signed. certain parcels of real estate, ■t**«*-w*****«.***K
together with buildings thereon, situate
ln Rockland. In said County of Knox
and State of Maine, and bounded and
described as follows:
A certain lot or parcel of land,
situated ln said Rockland, together
NOTICE—Is hereby given of the loss ot
with the building thereon, bounded
deposit boolp numbered 35069 and the
and described as follows: Beginning
owner of slid book asks for duplicate
at the easterly corner of A J Bird
ln accordance with the provision of the
homestead lot; thence running by
State Law Rockland Savings Bank, by
said Bird lot line one hundred
EDWARD J. HELLIER. Treas. Rockland.
twenty-four 1124) feet to said Birds
Maine,
Jan 14, 1930 .
6-S-12*
northerly corner: thence north 43“a“
east one hundred six (1061 feet to the
lot hereinafter described, formerly
to a stone wall; thence south 32‘i’
east one hundred twenty-three 11231
4
feet to the road, now called Bay
View Square; thence south 39' west
«
seventy-three (73) feet to the place
of beginning.
■•R
Also another lot or parcel of land
POULTRY wanted I POUST. 138
situated ln said Rockland, bounded
Limerock street. Rocklana. Tel. 377-W
and described as follows, to wit
_________________________________
1-tf
Beginning at the easterly corner of
the above-described lot. on thc road
MAN WANTED for Rawlelgh Route of
leading from A J. Bird s (formerly,
800 families Write today RAWLEIOH.
now of hls heirs.) by said lot; which
DEPT MEA-73-SA Albany N V
6-8
said road Is now called Bay View
Square; thence north 39' east by
IF YOU Like To Draw. Sketch or Paint
said road twenty-five (25) feet to a
—Write "F S. I" care Courler-Oazette,
stake: thence northwesterly one
for Free Talent Test and Art Book Give
hundred twenty-two 11221 feet more
age and occupation._______________ 3*11
or leas to the northerly corner of the
MAN or woman wanted to supply
above described lot; thence south
32‘a“ east by said lot first described ' customers with famous Watkins Pro
ducts
In Rockland and nearby rural
herein one hundred twenty-three
locality No Investment Business es
(123) feet to place of beginning;
tablished.
earnings average 825 weekly,
and WHEREAS the condition of said
mortgage has been broken, and now ; pay start Immediately. Write J. R.
WATKINS CO. 301-45 Johnson Ave.
remains broken;
6’lt
Now. therefore, by reason of the Newark. N. J.
breach of the condition thereof, the said
STEADY
WORK
Oood
Pay.
Re'.lau.e
Home Owners' Loan Corporation claims
a foreclosure of said mortgage, and man wanted to call on farme.s
ln Knox County
No cxpclrnre
gives thli notice for that purpose
capital needed
Write today McDated at Old Town. Maine, this 28th or
NESS
CO
.
Dept
M.
Freeport.
Illinois.
day of December A. D 1905
HOME OWNERS’ LOAN CORPORATION __________________________________ 6*lt
By Stanley F Needham
WASHTNGS and Ironings done at
Its Attorney thereunto duly author reasonable prices MRS ALICE O AM
ized. by virtue of Power of Attorney, MON SOULE. Tel 1-24. Warren.
6-8
dated June 12. 1935. and recorded ln
Knox County Registry of Deeds. Book
247. Page 143
1S7-T-6
R

; LOST AND FOUND 5

Matinee Saturdays at 2.30
News Tuesday and Saturday
Comedy With Every' Show
5-6

EDUCATIONAL CLUB

Postpones Public Supper.
But Will Open Secson In
Grand Style

The Educational Cluo public supper
announced for Jan. 17. is cancelled,
but the evening is still open to all
gentlemen Interested to attend as
club guests. The program is to be
announced and is to close with the
charming Elizabeth Arats. of Port
land. -displaying the 70 choice colored
slides portraying the famous OooJ
Will Home at Hinckley. Club meet
ings are to be held in G.A.R. hall.
Members are requested to gather
at 2 o'clock Friday, there to arrange
for a date for public supper. The
customary 6 o'clock box luncheon up
stairs will find the competent Mrs.
A. D. Morey and Mrs. Caro Jones
serving as a supplement coffee and
baked beans for all.
Current issues and the Townsend
Plan will make the afternoon session
a hotbed cf differing views but no
VINALHAVEN
further slaughter is predicted than
the usual hair-pullingwstunts. Five
Miss Ailegra Ingerson who was I
minute papers or talks on famous ciikd from Augusta the past week ]

4

WANTED

Rt
4

♦

I

FOR SALE

4
8

R
■R
___________
PARLOR stove_for sale. In good condllto° Tel
i~087-w.---------------------------- M7
~
---------

TWO
Iron beds, mahogany stained.
stories. Aladdin's Lamp. Bride of by i’lness of her mother, Mrs. Walter
2 mattresses and springs Cheap for
Frankenstein, Pandora's Box. Pro- ; Ingerson. returned Saturday,
cash. C A EMERY Tel 436-M
6-tf
cruste's Btd, Marsya's Fate. Pr:nAmerican Legion Auxiliary met
KINDLING. 15 bunches stove edgings
' store a stock
ck
for 81; we also have at the
ccss ln the Tower. Bluebeard, arc due I Thursday at the "Shoe.''
of new boards dimension stock and
at 3; also Ida Simmons' report of Moses Webster ixxlge meets tonight, finish lumber V L. PACKARD. Rock
land Highlands. Tel 446
6-3
drive, and kev women are asked to The annual meeting of Atlantic
for
claim their stationery gift decorated Rc’ al Arch Chapter will take place
to°S35 C EPI OROTTON. 138
6-8
at The Courier-Gazette clfice.
Tnuriday night with election of Camden street. Tfl 1214-M
DAY old Hall Croat, pullet* and R I.
i < fificers.
Reds Tested stock, order now CARL O.
Mr. and Mr* Homer Gray are re- NELSON 310 Limerock Si Tel. 714-W
WALDOBORO
__________________________________ 6-tf
, ceiving congratulations on the birth
TWO Rood stoves for sale cheap Fine
Mias Lila Hopkins has returned to' ir. Rockland Jan. 7 of a daughter, shape Suitable for (tarage CROCKETT'S
OARAGE. Rockport. Tel 2380______ 6-8
her duties here after being guest of Elizabeth Rachel.
TWO beautiful coal black Cocker
relatives in Plymouth for two weeks.
Boys' and girls' basketball games Spaniel pups for sale, alx months old,
with docked tails. The kind and size
The Library is indebted to Mrs. ere being held regulirly.
everybody likes STOVER'S. 86 Park
Lura Winslow and Mrs Dorothy
The dance at Town hall Saturday street. Tel. 1200____________________ 4-6
HARD coal 815; coke. Ill; Pochontas
Ccombs for gifts cf books.
right was well attended.
lumpy. 89 25; Pochontas nut (special
for stovesi 89 75; Dry fitted hard wood,
Mr. and Mrs. Asa Buskey and Doug------------------810 J B PAULSEN, Teh Thomaston
las Buskey. who have been visiting
BREMEN
84-2______________________________ DU
Mrs. Ella Benner, have returned tc |
------DRY and green hard wood for sale,
all kinds, under cover. 86 to 89 Call
Mrs. Carrie Wallace is in Arlington. evenings.
Fitchburg. Mass.
257-3 LOFMAN BROTHEKS
Miss Oertrude Newbert is at Miss Mass. for the remainder cf the win ___________________________________ 3U5
BEST dry hard wood under cover;
Elizabeth GenthneU's where she will ter
fitted. 89. Junks. 89. soft wood and
William Collamore has bought a slabs. 87; kindlings T J. CARROLL.
pass the remainder of the winter
Thomaston. Tel. 263-21 Rockland.
I-tf
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Lermond of pair of horses and is busily engaged
Jefferson have been guests of Mr. and in lumbering
Clyde Smith is expected to speak 4
Mrs. Oecrge Greenlaw.
4
Meenahga Grange members num here soon.
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Jones were re 4
bering 13 attended thc installation cf
FURNISHED apartment to let. 3 or 4
the officers cf Maole Grange at North cent callers on Mrs. Delia Knight.
all modern and Telephone. En
Fred Stahl. P. H. Genthner and rooms,
Wa’.dcboro Thursday evening and 11
quire at 57 Crescent St _________ 6-tf
that of Progressive Orange effleers Ncrris Richards have new cars.
3 room furnished apartment to let. at
James Stewart has returned from 47 Pleasant St . Inquire LILLIAN BICK
Friday night
NELL 82 Limerock St
6‘E
a
Vermtnt CCC Camp owing to ill
Carrell T. Cooney Jr. has returned
ATTRACTIVE furnished apartment to
let. Adults preferred Call 757-R for
from New York and is at the S amp- health.
particulars._________________________ 4-6
Lccal merchants have their supply
json homestead to spend the coming
DESIRABLE apartment. 7 rooms, bath,
of Ice housed and the product is of garage, sunporch to let. 80 Pleasant St.
months.
Very reasonable rent. Tel. 958-J. Vacant
! Mrs J H Stafford is confined to fine quality.
Jut. I.
4-tf
FURNISHED
second-floor
heated
j the house by lllnees.
apartment to let. 14 MASONIC ST
Miss Carrie B. Stahl who passtd a
6*8
SEARSMONT
! few days with her brother, Jasper J.
UNFURNISHED apartment to let.
corner Warren and Main streets, bath,
rharler E. Horton
Stahl, at hls home here, has returned
hot water heat, garage C. A HAMILCharles E. Horton died Jan 3 at I TON. 29 Chestnut street. Teh 986-J
to Portland.
3-U
At the basketball game in the Me thc home of Mr. and Mrs Leo Bean
FURNISHED or unfurnished 4 room
domak Athletic Hall Friday night the where he had lived as a boarder, Mr. apartment to let. INQUIRE 11 James
street_____________________________ 1-tf
High School boys won over Union Horton was born June 16. 1867 in
TWO apartments of 4 and 5 rooma
Boys 37 to 16 and thc High School East Fishkill. N. Y.. son of Charles W. with bath, heater, garage and garder
Inquire 12 Knox St . Tel 156-W
1-tf
girls were defeated in a hard fought and Sarah J. Horton. Early in life he
HOUSE of six rooms for rent, recently
J game. 20 to 19.
was employed as a rail read worker, renovated, furnished or unfurnished, at
Hea<L Plenty of firewood far the
] The local fire department was ■ but later became interested in theatri Spruce
cutting Rent reasonable. TEL ROCK
123*tf
summoned Friday to North Waldo cal work. Kindly disposed, he made LAND 793-W. alter 4 pm.
boro where they extinguished a fire a friend in this community where his
1 at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Dana [ dath is a matter of deep regret.
Stahl The blaze, which started
One sister survives Mr Horton and
around a chimney, had gained con- she it was who faithfully adminisH«.******.w******5t
siderable headway before the arrival1 tered to his needs,
LADIE8—Reliable hair goods at Rock
of the company, but no serious dam- ’
------------------land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall order*
solicited.
H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J
age was dene
[
SOUTH WARREN
1-tf
The Bridge Club met last Thursday
YARNS for rugs and hand knitting.
Mrs.
Irene
Levenseler
of
Rockland
evening with Mrs. Nellie Boggs and
Samples and knitting directions free.
Monday night with Miss Marcia was recent overnight guest of her H. A. BARTLETT. Harmony. Maine.
156-10
Blanev. Members are M’S. W C. sister Mrs. William R Simmons.
SKATE sharpening, prompt service.
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Lermond and CRIE HARDWARE CO.. 403 Main street.
Fdnt. Mrs. W. H. Crowell, Mrs. C. B
1-tf
Stahl. Mrs. Bessie Kuhn. Mrs. L. T Mrs. Olive Fales spent Wednesday ln
DRIVER wood working tools, all styles
Weston. Mrs W. G. 7 !be. Mrs. Boggs! Portland,
and types, lathes, drills, ssws etc. oee
at our store CRIE HARDWARE CO.
and Mbs Bianry. Lig t refreshments I Eva Bucklin and Ruth Lermond them
408 Main 8t . Rockland
1-tf
have
resumed
work
ln
the
Thomaston
WATCHMAKER
All klndu; watches
were served at both meetings.
Clockn. repaired. Call and deliver. 8 A.
clothing factory.
Macomber. 23 Amesbury St. Trl 958-J.
147*159-tf
Mrs. Olive Fales and Mrs. Doris
GLENCOVE
Macxy entertained at the heme of the
Mrs Helen Hall wa.s dinner guest latter Saturday evening, their guests
Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Hudson being Mr. and Mrs F. H. Femald. Mr.
Barrows and dined yesterday with Mrs and Mrs. Joseph Macy, Mr. and Mrs.
Emily Hall and Mrs. Mary Hall. Mrs Earle Maxey. Mr. and Mrs. Luther
Hall Is a great favorite of the local Olidden. Mr. and Mrs. Fred Jordan.
children 15 of whom gathered at the Mr. and Mrs. Henry Jordan, Mr. and
pcstoffice Monday morning to bid her Mrs. Clifford Dennison. Mr. and Mrs
goodbye ar she went to Bar Harbor | Jesse Mills, Mr. and Mrs. O. A. Copewhere she has employment.
I land. Mr. and Mrs. C. J. Copeland,
Mrs. Mangaret Stevens ef Rockland k C. Talcs, Albert Jordan and C. W
was a caller Sunday at the home of Maxey. Six tables cf cards were in
play, prizes going to C. J. Copeland. |
her grandmother, Mrs. Marv Hall.
Mr. and Mrs. John Andrews of Mrs. Fred Jordan, F. H. Pernald and
Refreshment".
Rockport visited Sunday with Mr anil Mrs Dora Maxey
Mrs Charles A. Studley,
were served

»?

TO LET

4
4
♦•«

• MISCELLANEOUS ’

Dog Tends Telephone
for His Deaf Master
Berlin.—"Dixl the watchman,”
an Alsatian wolfhound aged alx.
liaa been trained as the perfect
companion for the deaf and
dumb.
Hls owner, Johannes
Hull, hns taught him to;
Obey signs made with the fin
gers; wake hls master when the
alarm clock rings; fetch him to
the front door to answer the
bell, answer the telephone.
When thc telephone rings, Dixl
takes the receiver off and runs
barking furiously to attract the
attention or Ills master. Sound
vibrations of the telephone are
sufficiently amplified for a deaf
man to comprehend them.
Divl Is occasionally nonplussed
when a bicycle hell rings In the
street.
Il" does not know
whether to run in the telephone
nr to the front door.

A Magic Word

In a Magic
Ring—

ADVERTISEMENTS
late

LET

“Smart Girl”

TUESDAY. JAN. 14

Washington.—New one dollar sil
ver certllieutes are being printed
by the government and will be put
Into circulation soon, Secretary ot
the Treasury Henry Morgenthau,
Jr., announced.
The new money, which will differ
from the existing paper certificates
In design but not In size. Is being
prepared because the treusury has
adopted a new method of printing
on the bills the signatures of the
secretary of the treasury and the
treasurer of the United States. In
stead of being engraved on the dies
the signatures wUl be printed from
steel engravings Just before the
bills are issued.
Seizing upon this opportunity to
change the design of the money,
the treasury has placed on the back
of the bill a reproduction of the
Great Seal of the United States,
picturing the reverse side of the
seal for the first time la the his
tory of American currency.
The front of the Great Seal Is
the familiar American eagle with
a shield, grasping an olive branch
ln one talon and arrows lu the oth
er talon, surmounted by 13 stars
and the Latin motto, “E riuribus
Unum."
The reverse of the Great Seal,
used for the first time on money,
shows an unfinished pyramid, sur
mounted by an efe in a triangular
glory. The pyramid bears In Ro
man numerals the year of the Dec
laration of Independence, 1776.
Above the eye Is the Latin motto
"Annuit Coptls." rendered as "He
(Ood) was favorable to our under
takings." The motto at the bottom
la “Noras Ordo Seclorum" and Is
translated as “A New Order of the
Ages." The eye and triangular
glory symbolize an all-seeing Deity.
Tlie pyramid Is the symbol of
strength and Its unfinished condi
tion denotes the belief of the de
signers of the Great Seal that there
was still work to be done. Both
the mottoes on the reverse of the
seal are condensations of excerpts
from Virgil’s Aeneld.
The first committee on the Great
Seal was formed on the afternoon
of July 4. 1776. and consisted of
Benjamin Franklin, Thomas Jeffer
son and John Adams. Tbe Great
Seal as finally adopted was largely
the work of diaries Thomson, sec
retary of congress, and William
Barton, a private citizen of Phila
delphia. The design was officially
adopted on June 20. 1782, by fun
damental law. The Great Seal was
again ratified after the Constitu
tion was adopted ln 1780.

TO

with KENT TAYLOR
and IDA LL'PINO

SHOWS AT 8.00 P. M.

Reverse Side of Great Seal
Is Pictured.

STORE

Up To Date Store in Chisholm Block, corner Main
and Lindsey Streets
New style front, good light; lowest insurance rate
in the city. Good location. An oppoitunity for
someone to do business. Inquire at—

|

YOUR CONVENIENCE

Advertise

Every-0 tEer-Day
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OCl ETY

Here’s Swift and
Direct Action to
Relieve That Cold

Modern External Treatment
Helps End Colds Without
Mr. and Mrs. A'.den Havden. forConstant “Dosing” to Upset
merly of Rcckland observed their 60th
Digestion.
,
___ ,u„,„

METHEBESEC CLUB

CAMDEN

Page Seven

WARREN

Mrs. Suella Sheldon Presents H. F. Mann has moved his garage Warren Lodge I.O.O.F. will work I Senter Crasn®
from the Tibbetts building on Wash the third degree Friday night upon
a Notable Paper, "Opera ington street to the Main street pro one candidate.
perty formerly occupied by tlie
In Italy”
Mr. and Mrs. E. John Miller and
Thomas Antique Shop.
SALE OF DOMESTICS NOW ON
daughters Madeline and Shirley ol

I

Inclement weather in no way
The funeral of Lindley A. Knight Waldoboro were guests Sunday after
served to keep members of the was held Monday from the residence noon of Mrs. Miller's mother, Mrs.
|
Methebesec Club away from the on Trim street, Rev. Horace I. Holt Eva Cummings.
marriage anniversary Sunday at theii
meeting Friday afternoon at thc of Warren officiating. Burial was at
JUST
RUB
ON
AT
BEDTIME
, nome at 44 Emery street, Medford
Axel Johnson of Thomaston spent
Universalist vestry, for 30 responded Lincolnville Center.
_________________________________ I Hillside, Mass.
Two generations of
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Wilbert
American Legion Auxiliary will Spear.
mothers have proved to roll call, and were more than well
Announcements have been received
Vicks VapoRub the repaid ln the exceptionally fine pro hold a public dance at Legion hall
The Missionary Society or the Con
Mrs. Helen Maxey entertained at
most effective treat gram. presented under the chairman Friday night, the receipts from which
of the marriage Dec. 31, of Mise
gregational Church meets Wednesday
ment
for
children
’
s
supper
and monopoly. Saturday, Mr.
MUdred Avilla Magune to B. Lloyd afternoon at 3, at Mrs. E. D. Spear's,
colds. VapoRub is ex- ship of Mrs. Suella Sheldon on will be used for welfare work dur and Mrs. Bart Pelllcane and Mr. and
McSheehy. which took place in Nerw
“
Opera
In
Italy."
Miss
Caroline
ternal-and safe. Its
ing the remainder of the winter.
11 Maple street. Mrs William Spear Is
York. The bride is the daughter of
use avoids thc risks of constant Jameson, Mrs. Sadie Leach. Mrs. Etta Music will be furnished by Grieve Mrs. Arthur Starrett.
the assisting hostess.
internal “dosing” which so often Stoddard, Mrs. Katheryn St. Clair
Mystic Rebekah Lodge enjoyed a
Dr. and Mrs. Prank L. Magune of
and his Old Timers.
upset digestion and appetite, thus
Worcester, Mass., and Crescent
A
public
card
party
;
s
scheduled
for
postponed
annual Christmas tree last
and
Mrs.
Caroline
Sleeper
acted
as
Winifred Christie, noted Scotch lowering body resistance when most
Beach.
hostesses.
needed.
Jan.
24
at
Odd
Fellows
hall
under
night.
pianist, who has been heard by sever
Just rubbed on throat and chest
Mrs. Sheldon displayed excellent the auspices of the Maiden Cliff
Mrs. Myrtle Fountain and Mrs.
al Rockland music lovers, is present at bedtime, VapoRub starts to work
poise ln the presentation of her paper Sewing Circle.
Mr. and Mrs. John S. Luke enter ing a recital in Town hall. New York. immediately — two nays at once:
Hattie Leach of South Union were
tained at cards Thursday evening, Jan. 21. on the Moor Double Key 1. By stimulation through the skin, given without notes. She harked
A Townsend Club has been formed dinner guests Thursday of Miss
like a poultice or plasteroack to the early Reman days when here with over 103 members. Tempo Ermina Williams.
complimenting Mrs. Luke's brother. board Piano.
2. By inhalation of its penetrating the Italians were not a musical
Henry Peavey, of Bangor. Others i
Mrs. Hattie MacFarland of North
rary officers are: President, Benja
medicated vapors, released by
present were Mr. and Mrs. Harry j The EP.A. Club is sponsoring a
body heat and breathed in direct people, and explained how music was min Burkett; secretay and treasurer, Warren is spending an indefinite
to inflamed air-passages.
developed through means of wealth E. T. McCabe. At the next meeting time with Mrs. Mina Russell.
Levensaler. Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Teel, benefit bridge Wednesday evening at
Continuing through the night,
Mrs. L. D. Gammon has been busy
Miss Susan Spear, Leland Blacking- odd Fellows hall, play to begin at 8 this powerful poultice-vapor action and used only to quiet multitudes permanent officers will be elected
ton Jr.. Carl Philbrook. and Albert There will be tables for contract, loosens phlegm — soothes irritated from uprisings against the govern and the place of meeting selected. this winter, with thc knitting of nine
Levensaler.
*
I auction, plain whist, 63, beano, and membranes—eases difficult breath ment. Prom this gradually developed A charter will arrive soon. In thc pairs of mittens, and six pairs of
ing-helps break congestion.
real love for music until the Italians near future, the meeting will be ad stockings to her credit.
-------I other games, and no effort will be
A Practical Guide for Mothers
came to be known as the most musi dressed by Frank H. Mudgett of
The public dance sponsored by
Mr. and Mrs. Frank W. Fuller j spared to make the occasion a deEach year, more and more fami
cal
people
of
the
Old
World.
The
Warren
High school Saturday at
Portland
superintendent
of
the
lies
are
being
helped
to
fewer
colds
spent the weekend with their daugh- lightful one socially and successful
Glover hall was successful.
ter Mrs. Wyman Foster in Gardiner, financially. The party will afford and shorter colds by Vicks Plan for first known date of the presentation Townsend Clubs of Maine.
Better Control of Colds. Vicks Plan
Mrs. Alice Heyer of Waldoboro is
Mr. and Mrs. Robert W. Jamieson
where Mr. and Mrs. Poster have splendid opportnulty for clubs to en has been clinically tested by practic of opera was in 1474 at Mantua. Mrs.
apartments while Mr. Poster is em gage tables. Reservations may be ar ing physicians, and further proved Sheldon sketched in an interesting motored to Bangor Sunday to visit house keeper for Mrs. Otis Ander
ranged with Mrs. L. F. Chase or any in everyday home use by millions. manner hew opera grew out of ora Herbert Thomas of Northeast Harbor son during the winter.
ployed in Augusta.
Full details of the Plan in each torio and flourished in the 16th and who is a patient at the Fellows
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Norwood,
other member of the club.
package of Vicks VapoRub.
17th centuries, then declined until private hospital in that city. Mr. and Mrs. Ella Lewis attended the
Mrs. Grace Keller will be chair
it was almost extinct, not reviving Thomas was formerly town manager recent meeting of Knox Pomona
Mrs. Edward Oonia entertained Ov«r|ft? Million Vick Aids U»ed Yearly
man of the card party at Grand
until Rossini gave it such splendors here and friends will be pleased to held with Evening Star Grange,
lor Better Control of Colds
Army hall Wednesday afternoon
CTub wlth supper and cards |
as never known before. Mrs. Sheldon know he is convalescing, following ! Washington.
with play to begin at 2. The party last evenln8
spoke on the first opera in the so- a stay of two months at thc hospital
The Dorcas Circle of King's
Is under the auspices of Auxiliary to
Miss Annie Conant remains very
' called "modern" manner, that of
Holy
Communilon
service
will
be
'
Daughters
met yesterday at the home
WHITE
RIBBONERS
Anderson Camp. S.U.V.
ill at her home on Summer street
Euridice" presented in 1603 on the held at the Congregational Church | of Mrs. Sidney Vinal to tack comi.
Miss Margaret Robinson is caring for State Officer Unable To J occasion of the marriage of Marie Wednesday at 4 o'clock, followed by toilers. Officers of the Circle have
with wide ruffle and valance
The first meeting of the season of her.
‘ de' Medici, and of “Adonis" the first a roll call at 5 o'clock. Supper and j been re-elected
i,
Come, But Meeting Was [ opera “for the public", that is, given
The Plying Needles took place at
Regularly $1.29 to $1.50
Two beautiful bouquets of red and j
meeting will take place at the parish
the home of Naomi Rackliffe. those
Mrs. Everett Munsey entertained ;
White and Cream
Full Of Interest
| in an opera house with all the set- house at 6:30. Mrs. Willis R. Ford of white carnations seen at thc Con- i
present being Ruth Witham. Vivian Wednesday Club and husbands
Extra Wide. 37 inches
! tings etc. She also touched upon Lincolnville will be the guest speaker. gregational Church Sunday morning
Strout. Naomi Rackliffe. Marguerite Saturday for buffet supper and cards.
The W.C.T.U. met Friday at the Q]aU(ji0 Monterverdt, thc first genius
Megunticook Grange meets Wed were in memory of the late Mr. and
Mahoney. June Chatto,- Louise Sea-----home of Mrs. Edith Tweedie and re to devote all hls time to opera. In nesday evening.
Mrs. Thomas Walker.
vey; Officers elected: President. Miss
Mrs. L. F. Chase was hostess to
The Baptist Ladies’ Circle will
gardless of inclement weather a teresting pictures of Rossini and
Mrs. Rebecca Walker of New York
Witham; vice president. Miss Strout: Tango Club for supper and cards
goodly number was present to meet Verdi were given, and many delight City is in town called by the death serve supper Thursday, with Mrs.
secretary'- Mias Rackliffe; treasurer. Thursday.
with 6'/2 inch ruffles
ful personal comments interspersed of her aunt. Miss Georgie Glover. Nelson Moore, chairman.
Miss Caroline Chase of Augusta.
Miss Mahoney. Sewing and music
------Blue, Green, Gold, Orchid
from
the
visit
in
Italy
which
Mrs.
Tlie
Umbrella
Club
meets
Thurs

Mrs.
Walker
is
the
guest
of
Mr.
and
Baraca Class has supper at 6 to State officer, who had been scheduled
were diversions of the evening, and
Regularly $1.50
Sheldon and another club member. Mrs. John J Paul. Chestnut street.
day afternoon with Mrs. Arnold
morrow
at
the
Methodist
vestry'The
refreshments were served.
as the guest speaker. Much disap Mrs. Grace Daniels, enjoyed a few
Teague.
Mrs
Carrie
Yates
to
be
Mrs
Charles
C.
Wood
entertains
men will be in charge, headed by
IT PAYS TO SHOP IN THE BARGAIN ATTIC
pointment was felt at the last minute years ago.
the C.CH. Club Thursday at lunch hostess.
George W. Oay.
Mr. and Mrs C. E. Jchnson and ion
Added brilliance was giver, to Mrs. eon and cards at her home on Union
Weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs.
announcement that Miss Chase would
Robert left yesterday by motor fcr a
Mrs Elisc
Corner ann0Unces not be able to be present owing to Sheldon's program in the musical street.
,I Mansfield Robinson were
and
SENTER CRANE COMPANY
trip through Florida, their final des- thc annuai recital of her dance
numbers, an example of Palestrina
Jennie
Lenora,
widow
of
Charles
U.
' Mrs. Ra.v Robinson and Miss Kimball
the failure of the bus to make the
tination. Sarasota.
, pupils Friday, Jan. 31. at Park
"Alleluia!", sung by Mrs. Eva Wisner; Robarts, died Sunday aged 67. of South Paris, who returned Suntrip from Rockland.
THE LITTLE AD THAT SAVES
a piano duet “Overture to William Funeral today at 3 Collins street, day. Mansfield Robinson, who has
Theatre, at 8. The event promises
Mrs. Mary Keizer was hostess to
i
„
..
greater
attraction than ever before, i However the time was well taken up Tell" i Rossini i played by Mrs. Car- Rev. W. F. Brown will officiate. In- been ill with grip, is much improved
Comer Club for cards Friday after,
.
Raychel Emerson and mother. Mrs.
j many novel effects to be introduced. with discussion of plans and policies . rie Burpee Shaw and Miss Margaret terment in Sea View cemetery.
S. LIMITED SUPPLY OF REMNANTS
n°°n'
[ these arranged for while Mrs. Comer of the organization. Devotions were G. Stahl; and “Celeste Aida" (Verdi) Rockport.
Edwin Emerson, entertaihed Friday
Services for Mrs. Blanche B. at luncheon Mrs. Jessie Walker, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Clements and was ln New York for the holiday conducted by Mrs. Hope Brewster who sung with authoritative style and
beauty
of
voice
by
Harold
Green,
Coates
were held from her home Evelyn Robinson. Mrs. Laura Star
daughter. Miss Irene Clements of seasonbrought a brief message in Praise and
ter.or.
Special
recognition
was
given
Monday.
Miss Lena Hall, Teader. rett and Miss Mary Wyllie all of this
Winterport, were guests for supper
Mrs. Helen Carlson has. returned Power as taken from the “Story of to Mr. Green and Miss Stahl for their P; arers were Charles Shadie. Boyn place. Miss Emerson is improved in
Saturday of Dr. and Mrs. William j
Regular 22c Quality
from a week's visit in Portland.
the Shepherds" in the second chap assistance as guest artists. Miss Stahl ton Shadie. Herbert Shadie. Clifford health and able to be out after nine
Ellingwood.
months
illness.
also
playing
the
accompaniments
for
Whyte. Interment was in Mountain
ter of Luke's gospel. It was voted to
Thc Arts & Crafts Society will meet
Mr. and Mrs. William Cunningham
the afternoon. Mrs. Shaw, the club's cemetery.
Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Stickney and
pay
$25
towards
State
dues
and
at 491 Main street on Wednesday at
• • • j went Monday to Shrub Oaks. N. Y..
veteran member, was tendered an
Mrs. Stickney's mother, Mrs. W. W
7.30 p. m. Projects, hooked rugs. budget. The secretary -as instructed ovation. Prefacing the musical num
Blanrhe B. Coates
where Mr. Cunningham has employBoynton, of Belmont, Mass., were
E. B. HASTINGS & CO.
! cravats, bags, etc.
Blanche B.. wife of Robert Coates. ' ment.
to write letters to the members of bers. Mrs. Irene Walker, chairman of
weekend guests of Dr. and Mrs.
_____
Keziah. widow of Ira Libby, died
Ellingwood. Mrs Stickney and Mrs
jjr antj jjrs Charles Wixson cf the District of Columbia Committee the music division, gave brief died Friday at her home on Oak
Warren; and three great-grand-, trip Fiiday to Jonesboro accompanied
Jan.
4 after only a few hours illness,
sketches
of
the
operas
"William
TeU"
Boynton returned Monday. Mr Winslow visited their son Carroll over of the House of Representatives, ask
street, following a long illness. Be
children Evelyn Haupt. Douglas by Daro'd Hocking.
at
the
home
of
her
daughter
Mrs.
A
ing that they support the Guyer bill, and "Aida."
Stickney remaining for a longer! (he weckencj
Mrs. Claysen Prior of Monhegan is
side the husband she leaves one W. Demuth. Mrs. Libby was born in j Gray and Chester Spear Jr. One son
Current Events were given by Mrs.
which would bring back a prohibition
visit.
!
_____
Ballard died several years ago. also passing a few days with her parents
daughter,
Miss
Olive
Coates
of
this
Cushing in 1844 but the greater part
Stoddard and Mrs. Walker the lat
-------i Rubinstein Club will meet Friday law for the District of Columbia.
a daughter Mrs. Erdine Stackpoie ot Mr and Mrs. Shepherd Smalley.
Sleeper Bible Class met yesterday at 2:15 in the Universalist vestry.
Miss Margaret Crandon, county ter giving a picture of the conditions place, mother. Mrs. Nellie Shadie of of her married life had been spent Thomaston.
afternoon at the home of Mrs. Arthur wUh Mrs Rulh Ellingwood present- president, set forth the plan of mem in Italy during the past decade or Rockland; five sisters. Mrs. Jennie in this neighborhood where she was
(Mrs. Libby was a member of (hr
L. Orne.
ing a program on American Folk j bership campaign for 1936 ‘called so pertaining to opera and would-be McNaugbton of Eastport, Mrs. Grace respected by all and while health Methodist Church of Thomaston and
WED.-THURS.
permitted
ever
ready
to
respond
Dougherty
of
Camden.
Mrs.
Ethel
Music, Plantation Songs and Spirit “Planting and Harvesting," State and opera singers.
funeral services conducted by Rev
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Beverage
when
called
upon
in
cases
of
illness.
Hoffman
of
Glens
Falls,
N.
Y..
Miss
f
c
In
the
brief
business
session
a
let

locals to choose a flower symbol to
uals.
Hubert Leach of that town were
of Augusta were in the city Friday.
be used in the demonstrations. Mrs. ter was read from thc director of the Olive Shadie of Washington, D. C„ Of industrious disposition, she was largely attended. Interment was in
Junior Harmony Club meets Emery speke on the promotion plans Ninth District indicating her inten and Mrs. Edna Tomkins of Boston; an expert needlewoman and delighted
Dedicated to the
the Councc cemetery beside her
Mrs Velma Marsh will be hostess
Thursday at 6:30 at the home of Mrs. for raising the $6003 for tlie Frances tion to be present for the annual four brothers, John Shadie of Pitts in using her faculty for members of
husband
and
infant
daughter.
The
to Chapin Class tonight.
men in gray who so
Leola Noyes, counselor. It will have a Willard Centenary Fund.. Quoting meeting and banquet on April 3; also burg, Penna.. Charles Shadie and her family and others. She retained
bearers were L. R. Bucklin, M. P
an
active
interest
in
life,
a
cheerful
Boynton
Shadie
of
Rockland
and
program
and
begin
the
study
of
a
cordial
letter
from
Miss
Caroline
from a letter from Mrs. Quimby she
gallantly defended
Mrs. LelandAjrinkwater, Miss Pearl
spirit, certainly "grew old gracefully.' Orne, C. H. Woodcock and O. A.
said: "This is an emergency fund Stanley extending hospitality for a Herbert Shadie of this town.
Borgerson and Mrs Ralph Glenden- Opera."
Copeland.
the lost causel
She leaves two daughters. Mrs.
The funeral was held Monday from
and thc need for it was forced upon meeting should the need occur.
ning won bridge honors when W.IN.
Mr and Mrs M S. Dick motored
Alice
Spear,
of
Garland
whose
hus

the
residence
and
services
conducted
The
meeting
of
Jan.
24
will
be
at
ns by repeal. It is to be solicited from
Club played Thursday evening with
Sunday to Brunswick where Mrs.
TENANTS HARBOR
those who are friendly to temperance Orand Army hall, thc hosfesses to be by Miss Lena Hall, a member of the band died two weeks previously, and
Mrs. Charles Schofield as hostess.
Dick as past department president
Mrs.
A.
W.
Demuth
with
whom
she
Christian
Science
church,
of
which
Mrs.
Maude
Blodgett.
Mrs.
Julia
and are willing to help promote our
Mrs. Alice Murphy entertained the
resided; two granddaughters. Mrs.
Mrs. George W. Smith is closing pf thc Spanish War Veterans Auxili plan cf education. There are millions Murray. Mrs. Laura Maxey, Mrs. Mrs. Coates was a devoted member.
Ladies
Sewing Circle at her home,
ary
installed
the
officers
of
the
•
•
•
•
Alice
Gray
and
Mrs.
Ruth
Spear
of
her house . on Summer street and
in Maine for liquor and gambling. Sarah Marsh, and Mrs. Vivian Hew
last Tuesday afternoon and evening.
Clarke-Leslie
Auxiliary
which
held
a
ett.
Mrs.
Gladys
Morgan
and
Mrs.
Miss
Georgie
Glover
will be with her sister. Mrs. A. L.
There should be a few thousands in
Mrs. Perley Miller has been ln 111
Orne for the remainder of the winter. J°tnt Installation with the camp
Jane Beach will be in charge of thc
Maine for the fine things of life.
Tlie funeral of Miss Georgie
WEDNESDAY NITE IS health the past two weeks and unable
program
on
"Great
Ladies
of
Italy
Glover who died Friday night at her
Members of the Itooevlk Club are Mrs. Emery also announced that
| to attend to her church activities.
Rounds Mothers Class will meet
Past and Present."
Thursday evening at the home ofI asked t0 note change in plans for a scrap book was to be made by the
home on Washington street was held
At the annual meeting ot Naomi
the next meeting, which will be on press department, all members to
Chapter, O.ES., held Jan. 3. follow
Monday afternoon from the Oood
Mrs. A. R. Havener, Broadway.
WARREN
Jan. 21 with Mrs. Walter H. Butler contribute articles from the current
ing a covered dish supper, the worthy
funeral home, Rev. W. F. Brown of
literature expressing sentiments and
AWARD FREE
Diligent Dames were entertained at 2:33 p. m.
matron elected was Lizzie Imlach:
ficiating.
Interment
was
in
Moun

opinions on the present liquor situ
The Congregational Brotherhood
at 1 o'clock luncheon Friday by Mrs
worthy patron. Harlan Bragdon; as
tain
cemetery
WED.-THURS.
Opportunity Class will meet at the ation. affecting people ?s a whole. A will meet Thunday at the chapel,
Homer E. Robinson. There were 12
sociate matron, Evelyn Morris; as
Miss Glover leaves a brother. Fred
Baptist
parlors Wednesday afternoon notice was read quoting tne president cupper tc be served at 615.
He came back from
guests. A canned goods shower for
sociate patron. Clayton Hunnewell:
Olover.
who
arrived
here
about
two
of American Airlines as saying, "We
the apirit world to
the Home for Aged Women was de and evening for sewing. Take box
secretary. Margaret Cant; treasurer,
weeks ago from Mattapan. Mass., to
took a poll to find out It the people
lunch;
coffee
will
be
served.
set two lovers free!
livered "in person," the callers en
Blanche Simmons; conductress. Marymake
hls
home
with
her;
and
a
niece
wanted us to serve cocktails on our SAVE FUEL
joying the delightful hospitality of
Marriott;
associate
conductress.
in
New
York
city.
The
deceased
was
i
i
o
n
r
i
The A. H. Newbert Association planes. The answer was emphatical
the matron and ladies.
Mrs.
Aune
Bragdon;
finance
committee.
BAKE
QUICKLY
born in this town July 15, 1864
meets Friday night preceded by sup ly 'No.' Therefore we shall continue
Clarence Munsey will entertain the
Harriet
Long.
Mabel
Rose
and Wil
daughter
of
Oeorge
W„
and
Filena
per in Temple hall. Mrs. Ivy Chatto, our existing policy. No liquor on thc i Pul in your kitchen one of thc new
Dames Jan. 23 at luncheon.
liam Imlach. Each member is privi
'Hartford*
Glover
and
was
always
a
Mrs. Maude Blodgett and Mrs. Vivian planes. ’
leged to Invite one guest Jan. 31. the
resident here.
Miss SSdna Oregon' favored the
The Portland Sunday Telegram Hewett arc in charge. Take dishes
• • • •
date of installation.
meeting with a piano solo and Mrs.
carried a charming picture of Miss and silver.
Jennie L. RobarU
The Masonic installation of Eureka
Damie Gardner, guest artist, with a
Elizabeth Philbrook. whose engage
Funeral services for Mrs. Jennie L.
Lodge will be held Thursday night,
Tonian Circle will not meet this group, of vocal solos which were ap
ment to Carl F. Ingraham of Port
Robarts, 67. who died Sunday, will be
following a picnic supper. Members
week owing to the concert at the preciably enjoyed.
Refreshments
land has recently been announced.
DAVID
held
today
at
2
from
the
residence
on
not solicited arc asked to take two
Universalist church. The meeting were served by the hostess, assisted
Colltbs street. Rev. W. F. Brown of
articles of food
BELASCO'S
place
for
next
week's
meeting
will
be
Mr. and Mrs. O. A. Lawrence and
by Mrs. Vineic Clark,
ficiating. Interment will be In Sea
GREATEST
Mr. and Mrs. George B. Wood gave announced.
View cemetery, Rockport.
STAGE
ST. GEORGE
a buffet supper Saturday honoring
Kennedy Crane Is in New York on
NOW PLAYINO
She leaves two sons. Chester R and
Browne Club met in the Comer
SUCCESS
Mr. and Mrs. E. K. Leighton and Mrs.
business.
Myron Roberts of Camden; three
building
Friday
evening
and
had
This
community
mourns
the
death
"TALE OF TWO CITIES"
L. Bliss Gilchrist of Thomaston who
daughters. Mrs. Thomas Anderson and
of Leonard M Dearden. and several
are leaving shortly for the South Mrs. I. Lawton Bray as hostess, ten
with
Hardesty's Peerless is true to its
Mrs. E. W. Cross of Rockland, and
members and two guests attended
residents attended the funeral ln
for the remainder of the winter.
name. The flour without an equal.—
RONALD
COLMAN'
Mrs. Horace Upham of this town;
work was done on quilts. Mrs. Bray
Thomaston.
adv.
6-8
with
one sister Mrs. Addie Hazelwood of
Saint George Orange held Its in Special Children's Matinee at 4.1S
The Masonic Assembly Thursday served refreshments. Thc meeting
Helen Mack
Marysville. N. B.; and one urot’er,
Admission 10c
stallation Jan. 8 with a large attend
evening brought out the usual large of Jan. 24 will be at the home ot Miss
January is the month to rave on
Edward Ellis
Frank Fowler of Littleton. She was
ance.
and enthusiastic gathering. Hosts Edna Payson, an annual event al fine, personal printed stationery. |
born in Vealand. N. B.. and was for
Donald Meek
Miss Vada Alley of White Head is
were Mr. and Mrs. Harold Coombs, ways looked forward to by the club.
Thc Courier-Gazette Is offering dur
many years a resident of Rockport.
visiting Mrs. Clyde Grant for a few
Dr. and Mrs. E. W. Peaslee. Mr. and
RKO-RADIO Plcfura
The
best
range
that
can
be
made.
Choice assortment of new fur coats. ing January RYTEX DECKLE EDOE
She was a member of Harbor Light
weeks
Mrs. Elmo Crozier, Miss Gladys
Trade In Your Old Range
fcy Ceorcjo fiicholls. Ir
Also
fur coats repaired and recon VELLUM stationery in DOUBLE the
Chapter. OES.. Rockoort. and til'’
Mrs Verlta Edwards of Martinsville
Doherty of Thomaston and David
usual quantity (100 sheets and 100,
TODAY
Baptist Church of this place.
was
guest Wednesday of Miss Marlon
Daris. The next assembly will be ditioned. Guaranteed workmanship
Priced
from
up
“CASE OF LUCKY LEGS"
envelopes!—with your Name and Ad- j
Riley.
Jan. 23, for which Mr. and Mrs. Ray and materials. Lucien K. Green, 16
with
dress or Monogram lor $1.00 a box. Pay only $1.00 each week If you wish
Choice assortment of new fur coats,
Shows, 2.00. 6.30 and 8.30
Mrs Alfred Hocklr.g and son D»rmond Watts, Mr. and Mrs. Louis School street, Rockland—adv.
WARREN WILLIAM
See
samples and place your order at
j Also fur coats repaired and recon
cld and Arnold visited Thursday with Cont. Today and Sat 7 00 to 10.30
Cates. Mr. and Mrs. (Russell Davis of
ditioned. Guaranteed workmanship
Hardesty's Peerless Is true to Its ence tor one or more boxes of this
Mr and Mrs. Lewis Barter ln Walls,
Thomaston, Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Phone 892
ROCKI.AND, ME.
and materials Lucien K Green, 16
ton.
Robinson of Camden, and Miss name. The flour without an equal.— beautiful Deckle Edge printed paper
Iftchool street, Rockland.—adv,
llltt
Margaret. Stevens, will act as hosts* adv,
adv.
6-8
Alfred Ilccking made a business
In addition to personal notea regardIng departures and arrlvala. thia department especially desires information of
social happenings parties, musicals, etc.
Notes sent by .nail or telephone will be
gladly received.
TELEPHONE_______________ 170 or 794

I

JANUARY SALE

|

CURTAINS

I

Fine Dotted Marquisettes

$1 pr.

Cottage Sets

$1 set

80 SQUARE PERCALES
16 Cents Per Yard

BANK NITE
$100.00

BurujiuCtf

GLENWOOD
RANGES

$59

Burpee Furniture Co.

THE RETURN

PETER GRIMM

Every-OtK(ff-Day
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STORIES OF WARREN SETTLERS

We Drivers

LET YOUR

A Serie* of Brief Discussions on Driving, Dedi
cated to the Safety, Comfort and Pleasure
of the Motoring Public. Prepared
by General Motors

As Told To the Warren Woman’s Club, By Mrs.
John Smith Fogg

No. 1—CURVES AND TURNS
Burke said that he who had no re- i Susan Stevens. Mrs. Hazel Starrett j
gard for his ancestry will have no Miss Tena McCallum.
John Scot, assigned his lot to Wil-)
thought for hls progeny. “The past
liam Lermond in 1737 and remained'
builds the eminence from which we ! at Walpole. William Lermond died
iu*vey the pre.ent, but the past 3n tj,e way l0 Damariscotta, in 1745
should be made a guiding post, not a Was a weaver and came to this counhltching peat" were the words cf try with his father s family when 12
and settled in Milton. Mass He never
Baccn.
married. Hugh Scot married Mar- j
Scotch and English Presbyterians! garet Starrett. daughter of Capt. Wil- j
from Londonderry or Derry. Ireland. liam Starrett ,n. Died without issue.!
were the first to settle the “upper November. 1762. aged 53 John Me- J

o matter how expert we may be as drivers, we are all apt to fall into
habits of driving that don’t quite measure up to what we really know is
right.
For instance, we all know that we ought to be careful about passing
ears, especially when another car is approaching from tho opposite direction.
And yet there possibly isn’t one of us
who hasn't, at one time or another, moved
over in the road to pass a car, and then
wondered if we would get around in time.
Now here's an interesting thing about
that. When we try to pass a car that’s
going forty miles an hour, it’s just the
same as if we tried to pass a standing
string of cars 126 feet long. In other words,
it’s like passing eight cars parked bumperto-buinpcr in the road. If we try to pass
one going sixty, it’s like trying to pass a
line of more than sixteen cars standing in
the road, ar.d sixteen cars in a row will reach half a block. This is probably
a new idea to most of us. If we kept it in mind, we would never pass a car
untoss we were sure that there were no oncoming cars for a good long
distance ahead.
But turning aside to pass is not the particular kind of turning that we
are interested in discussing here. What we are now
concerned with is taking curves and corners. From
whih
I
time to time in these discussions we will find that
Wl WAMT I
the same old laws of Nature will be involved. Fore
TO
00
most among them will be the laws of momentum, and
THIS
S
momentum plays the major part in going around
*«
curves. Because momentum net only wants to keep
e. ■ J
us going, but going in the same direction. When it is
j Wants
trying to make us go straight instead of curving our
I US TO
course, it operates under an assumed name, if you
!«°
please. For then we call it “centrifugal force.”
I Tnis
Now of course we all know what centrifugal force
J wav
is. We feel it when we go around curves. Highways
I
end railroads are banked at curves to offset centrifu
*
gal force. Aviators bank their planes at turns by tip
ping them with the controls. But even though we all know about centrifugal
force, few- of us realize how powerful it is, and how much greater it gets the
faster we go.
A 3000-pound car making a turn of 500-foot radius, has to overcome a
centrifugal force of only about 156 pounds at 20 miles an hour. But at 30 miles
an hour, that force has grown to 360 pounds, and at
60 it is nine times as great as at 20 ... over fourteen
c.hundred pounds trying its best to push us off the
road! The only thing that keeps us on the road in the
first place is the friction between our tires and the
_ road. The minute the centrifugal force gets stronger
than the force of that friction, off the road we go.
''
The trouble is that we off^i don’t realize how fast
we're going. On road trips, for instance, after we
have driven at a certain speed for a long time, it
seems a small matter to increase our speed a few
miles an hour. Then after a while we may do the
same thing again. In other words, we keep putting
forward our basis of comparison till by-and-by we
have lost our usual sense of how fast we are going.
Then, the first thing we know, we are face-to-face
with a turn or even half way around it and we feel Old Man Centrifugal
Force trying to push us off the road.
So what do we do’ We clamp down the brakes. It’s the only thing we
can do when we find we’re going too fast. But just the same, approaching
that corner too fast has kept us from taking it as we should have liked to
For if conditions permit, it is often desirable to increase speed as we go
around a curve. As long as our rear wheels are not being retarded, but are
actually pushing us around the curve, our steering is effective and our car
is under control.
The long and short of it is that we can’t take liberties with the laws of
momentum and centrifugal force. Man's speed laws may not alwavs be
observed, but Nature's speed laws always are!

N

C. WINNIFRED COUGHLIN

Librarian

Every week-day: 9 a. m to 8.30 p. m.

The world la so full of a number of
thing*
I'm aure we should all be as happy as
kings
Robert Louis Stevenson j

Rockland's Public Library extends 1
to every reader cordial wishes for a ,
prosperous and happy New Year. To
you who need no introduction to I
your library, may the new year bring
larger library service to your world j
of books than ever before. To you j
who co not u e the library as an ln-1
tegral part of your own. may the new
year bring realization that the Public
Library is an integral part of your I
own education and citizenship, that j
no matter what your tastes or your ‘
training there are hooks here for |
everyone. As for resolutions it’s not ’
too late to add this to your list: “I!
will read one good book a month and
as many more as time permits.”
• • • •
Under which classification do you
fall?
The reader who reads through— i
The reader who reads aUTlie reader who reads ln—
Tlie reader who reads round
about—
The well beloved reader who reads
oetween the lines.

POCKETBOOK

town of St. Georges ." It is as much Cracken. uncertainty. Col. Thomas
a mt nomer to call the. e early settlers Starrett purchased the McCracken
Scotch-Irish as it would be to desig- farm.
Heinbury, name English
nate the Pilgrims as English-Dutch, origin: burv. a Saxon word defined
Many had been sent to Ireland during a? house, a hill, a domain and a town
the rule of James I (1611*. Accord-' Thomas Henderson came from1
ing to txadititon, the mother of John Rtund Pond. Bristol. Removed to
Spear. 1st. was 10 at the time of the Pleasant Point. Cushing, where he
siege of L:ndonderry, (1689*
commanded a garrison and block-1
Prom Ireland between 1730 and house in the war cf 1774 All Hender1770 came more than half of the eons descendants of Capt. Thomas
Presbyterian population to this Ccgan Mrs. Louie Drewett. For full
country* because of religious perecu- account of the Henderson family see
tlon and prttective legislation by Eatcn's Th-naston and Rockland
England against their industries John YcuV probably removed to
They were mostly mechanics Ler Cu bing Robert Lushee. died in Bcs
mond was a weaver, and Beggs the ton. and the farm was bought for
Robert Montgomery by hls father
only farmer.
Robert Montgrmery was with Genera!
This list was taken from Eatcn’s Wolfe at Quebec ( The writers great“Annals of Warren.” called by gene- grandfather was a drummer boy with
a’.ojists, “the best small town history Wclfe).
....................
i
As for “handing out books” the
ever written:” John Kilpatrick and
• • • •
___
circulation records for the past month
Thomas Kilpatrick, the “kirk” meanJohn McLean, spelled McLeen on
show an increase of 224 books over
ing church Opinion differs in re- the contract, was the first death ln
the same period of time for last year
gard to the name of Kil and Kik settlement, April 14. 1743. at 58 year':
These figures bring much satisfac
When the crntract was signed, burial in the Presbyterian grave yard
tion w-hen of late there has been an
Thomas signed his name Kirkpatrick. His daughter Margaret McLean beuniversal decrease in getting back to
on all ether occasions he wrote as came the wife cf Robert Spear 1st.
normal times after the peak of our (
pronou-c d at that time. Killpatrick. Her uncle was Hugh McLean. He was
depression circulations. We believe
a name which ln Ireland Is the fond cf his nephew Robert and wished
and sincerely hope that our public is !
name of Kirkpatrick ln Scotland him to be hls heir, but a misstep
HERE was a time when the price tag
getting more library conscious.
They were brothers, and bachelors, aboard ship in Boston harbor, pretold the main story about a car’s
• • • •
Of Mose-» Young, the writer found r.a vented him from coining to Warren
"
tht-EUM
• •*
A
woman
lecturer
recently
adquality. Low price, low quality — high
trace. His lot. 48. was first taken up, His cnlv son. John McLean inherited
Head
Sir**
, vanced the theory that most women
Seated
’*
by John North Jr., a surveyor. The his fortune. Upon his death, he left
price, high quality.
read novels for the primary, though
Aoolit.
• Top" Boor * ^’her
Norths were wealths- and came frcm $25000 to Harvard College, the same
.
“Turrct
But Buick has changed that. Forexample,
perhaps unconscious purpose of
l^uxunout
Ireland in thelr own ship. North amount to the Massachusetts General
‘A ri*her N ■ Dr.6 ^''.xaioo Cohort
learning
to
know
themselves.
In
I
the
sleek
Buick
Special
at
$765*
factory
surveyed Oardinerstown. (Gardiner* Hospital and more than $100 000 to
following the experiences and reac- j
—ancestor of William Tudor Oardiner the McLean Asvlum at Waverly. The
list has the same basic Buick quality as
tions of women in novels written by
on distaff side Ncrth was captain foundation of their fortune was laid
the lordly Limited at more than twice
discerning and skillful authors, such
rtinjl, Sj**»k
of Port Frederick at Pemaquid. and at Andrews Point Warren, shlpbui.dy^oto®*l‘c
the price!
as
Elen
Glasgow,
Margaret
Ayer
!
Pcrt St Oeorges in 1758 He was also ing. Alexander McLean, son of Jchn
Fames. Nellie Gardner White, and
Judge cf the Court of Common Pleas McLean, leaves no trace. The name removed to Feet Pownal in 1764 Da
It has the same more efficient type of
MAINE JERSEY COWS others, the woman reader recognizes
He died March 26 1763 and is buried is a Highland name as Campbell vid Patterson, came with the Howards
valve-in-head straight-eight engine, l he
, c
~
LI- i d
herself, criticizes herself, realizes her
in Thomaston After his death his They have a coat of arms, and their; and Norths. Died in 1783 Deicend- vlaae „ome \ ery High rro- own potentialities. Think about this
same smooth, lash-free torque-tube
family removed to Augusta His son. I flower is the running blackberry
an._s are Halls. Lennonds. Watts
duction Records During There is a good deal in it If you are
drive. The same tiptoe hydraulics, solid
Joseph, was one of the Revolutionary
Alexander Campbell died in Boston Robinson? and Lawrences
Brice
the Past Year
a woman test yourself with the next
.•oldiers from Knox Countv. John one of the oldest and most respected Blair uncertainty.
steel “Turret Top” roof, “Knee-Action”
novel you read. Not all of them read
North. Jr., was married to Lydia, of the Scotch clan. No further trace
William Starrett was a shoemaker
Then look upon thc best buy money
gliding ride.
Many high production records were for vicarieus trhills and "escape
daughter of Boce Cooper progenv found cf him. James Howard in 1765 W(j rernained al Dedham. Mass, made by Maine Jerseys
t | from reaUty ••
can produce. Whatever Buick you pick
The difference is in size and capacity and
of Robert Montgomery who was with ' had removed to Augusta Samuel
Thomas, his son. returned in
Among the individual records I
• • • •
you'll get longer life, more tasteful
General Wolfe at Quebec. Present Howard had also left town by 1.65
and was
to Rebtcca
finish. All Buicks are big in power and
made by cows tested in the herd oi
out of a list of 40 “Outstanding
style, deeper comfort, a more satisfying
descendants are Misses Dorothy Andrew Kilpatrick, no trace. William Lewis. He was captain. maj:r and H J Mosher. Farmington, were Books of 1935" your library’ can supability, beautiful inside and out, Buicks
French and Edith French formerly of McIntyre, in Scotch, means son of colonel during the Revolution, and those of Summit's Miss Zander! ply y0U with thirty also the lists
car to own.
to
the innermost fibre.
Smith.
He, was
of a sloop and the flrst representative of Thcmas- iwhich
;
Warren, now in Boston
.
j master
.
qualified for a Oold Medal I which will serve as a helprul checkThe new GMAG 6% Time Payment
Bring your pocketbook here and let it
—
™
»' •'« *~«V>
V..IN upon
Moses Young was succeeded second 1758. His sen. Capt. John McIntyre rett’s children were married to Capt Club, the national organization of
Plan brings down the cost of buying on
Hornet's Nest by Helen Ashton; ,
choose from four cars that range in
and fourth by Patrick Pcrterfield bom 1724 was the first licensed inn john Spears children. Palmer Star Jersey breeders.
This cow yielded House Divided by Pearl Buck; Stars
time.
You’ll be surprised at how little per
price
from
$765
factory
list
to
$1945*.
settlement of the 745.43 pounds butterfat, 12.227 pounds
who came from the north of Ireland holder in 1764; captain of the militia re-t was in
Look Down by A J. Cronin; It Can't
month
lets you own a Buick. Come in
about 1749 He was candidate for the from 1770 to outbreak of the Revo’.u- spoliation claim of the Speedwell, or over 5.000 quarts, of milk in a 365- Happen Here by Sinclair Lewis; The
♦
YOU
CAN
AFFORD
THE
NEW
BUICK
tionary
War.
He
bought
Sarah,
first
captured
bv
the
Prer.ch
privateer
in
and
let
us show you how you can use this
command of the militia in 1770 to suc
day official test. A younger producer ___
___ Years
____ by ______
_____ _ '
Longest
Slgrid Undset;
J7ZZ totl9i5arethehsl prices at Flint,Mich.,
ceed Capt Thcmas Kilpatrick The slave and first colored person in the 1799
David Cretghttn wa? killed
the Mosher herd. Zander’s Hope inquisitor by Hugh Walpole; A Few
saving to get a better car than you’ve
/ OO subjecttochangeu ithoutnotice.Standard
descendants are of the Jameson and town in 1782 Descendants, the late an(j scalped by the Indians outside
" cf* »on the Silver Medal by yielding Foclish Ones, by Gladys Hatty Carand special accessories groups on all models at
been
driving.
Watson line which has run cut. Per William Lawry, and Clytie iFrench* Fort st Qeorges ln 1747
extra cost. All Buick prices include safety glass
626 23 pounds butterfat 10.894 pounds roll; Luck Grayheart by Wiila Cather;
.
• . « •
haps descendants may be in the west, Spear.
herd new
*
throughout as starula rd egu ipmtnt. Con ten tent
milk in a 305-day test. Previously Honey Ir. the Hom by H. L. Davis;
as Robert removed to Ohio ln 1817
Archibald Gamble, served in the she qualified for the Silver Medal Come and Get It by Edna FCrber:
CMAC •% TIME PAYMENT PLAN
Robert Spear, or Spearman prob
Henry Alexander may have re
French and Indian Wars; buried in award with a 305-day yield of 545.42 Time Out of Mind by Rachel Field;
turned or died abroad. His widow ably of Norman French extraction the old Presbvterian yard. AU Star-| P°undi butterfat, 9.685 pounds milk Vein of Iron by Ellen Glasgow; Of
lived in Warren ts late as 1763 and it went to England with William the
Zander’s Buttercup another cow in Time and the River by Thomas
is thought a son resided in Attleboro. Conqueror. Robert 1st, took part in retts claim aercent from Archbald the Mosher herd, made a remarkably
Wolfe; Life with Father by Clarence
John Alexander, thought to be son or the Battle of Bunker Hill. Capt Gamble as William ^Starrett. 1st was high record by yielding 988 24 pounds
father of Henrv Alexander but tno John Spear, hls son. settled his married to Mary Gamble In I-eland butterfat, 14.412 pounds or almost Day; Leaders. Dreamers and Rebels
by Rene Fulop-Muller; Francis the
trace found. John McDowell was not father’s lot 21 at Warren because James McCarter, not much known ex 7.002 quarts of milk in a 365-day test,
First by Francis Hackett; The Lees
cept
that
he
introduced
'the
fiitst
j
mentioned further.
Robert Spear did not return to Warbut failed to meet calving require- of Virginia by Murton J. Hendjick;
WHEN BETTER AUTOMOBILES ARE BUILT
sheep
in
1760
Samuel
Boggs,
had
David Creighton was killed by the ren but located in Boston Capt. John
ments for a medal award. Preceding | Ellnor Wvlie by Nancy Hoyt; Seven
the
uppermost
lot,
90
acres.
He
was
,
BUICK WILL BUILD THEM
Indians in 1744 at the Old Port in Spear was the largest man and the
this test she had yielded 95236
0( Wisdom by T E Lawrence;
Thomaston. He was succeeded by largest taxpayer in tow-n. To nine the only Episcopalcan. The John | pounds butterfat. 13.228 pounds milk Dickens by Andre Maurois; Fifty
David Creighton 2d The present de- sons he gave a farm, the tenth re- Beggs brarxh. Samuel 1. son. is con in a 365-day test which won for her
Years a Surgeon by Robert T. Mor
with the See of Canterbury. ..
., , .
scendants: Mrs Anna Starrett, the mained unmarried. He is buried in nected
.
,.
, j .v . » c, the highest medal award of the ris; Asylum by William Seabrook;
the
oldest
m
England,
that
of
St
•
Thomaston Creightons; Miss Reta C. the old town yard. The stone was
.
American Jersev
Jersey Cattle Club, the Personal History by Vincent Sheean:
Smith. Thomaston. 7; William Walker erected by his 13 surviving children, Augustine Samuel Boggs 1. was a Medal of Merit. Before this record
Mary. Queen of Scotland and the
■who has lot 1. his father. John Walk- 10 sons and three daughters. The sentinel in the French and Indian was made she won the Gold and
Isles by Stefan Zweig; North to the
Wars.
He
alone
was
bred
to
farm

er lot 42. removed to Nova Scotia in Spears are connected with the BonaSilver Medal by yielding 76234 Orient by Anne Lindbergh; King
ing
His
three
lots
of
excellent
soil
712 MAIN STREET ROCKLAND TEL. 1000-W
1749 afterwards settled in Worces- parte family. The Spears, like the
pounds butterfat. 11,648 pounds milk Jasper by Edwin Arlington Robinson;
ter. Mass., where the father died in Stairetts, have multiplied like the was the seat of the alewlfe industry. in a 365-day test.
The Oeorgian Scene by Prank
1760 No descendants locally. Walk- stars of heaven and as the sands of Samuel Boggs 2. served in the French
Early in 1935 Ina's Starlight, an Swinnerton; My Country and My
and
Indian
Wars
in
1765.
Samuel
er is purely an English derivative, the shore. Moses Robinson was the
aged cow owned by C. E. & A. J. People by Lin Yutang.
from walking the cloth to fuU it.
j first physician in the settlement. Boggs. 3. was born 1759 in the fort at Luce at Farmington, finished a re
• • • •
• • • •
j Hts son William was with the Revolu- Pemaquid. He was with Washington cord of 803 77 pounds butterfat,
For sheer fun and laughter read Lloyd C. Douglas. “—written with
Joseph Griffen. Mrs Griffcn for 1 LOnary army at Cambridge The at Valley Forge.
12.972 pounds milk in a 365-day test Bob Davis’ stories of his boyhood in such tenderness and such imagina-'
The first schcol in town was at the
whom the first frame house was program committee chairman is his
winning a Gold Medal and establish “Tree Toad." It is one of those rare tion and such thorough understand
home of William Boggs 1782-83. oppo
erected by her brother Capt. Hugh direct descendant.
ing a new high record for a Jersey books enjoyed by all the members of ing that lt has a universal quality
McLean in 1763 and who dwelt with
phinley Kelloch. or Keller as it was site the house now owned hv Mrs tow over 12 years of age. -365-day the family, good to read aloud. It is —lt would be difficult to match these
her son Robert Capt Hugh McLean j ^en pronounced, was at Louisburg, Martha Watts. The teacher was tests. Her record exceeded by 130 a series of delightful episodes re yarns of tenderness and humor.”—
was uncle of Margaret McLean, wife ;
expedition of 1745 against the John OBrien. This land is now in pounds butterfat the previous high cording the adventures of a small Herald Tribune Books.
of Robert Spear. Robert Griffen died (Gibraltar of America was in command possession of the Congregational Maine Jersey butterfat record in her boy. The title, “Tree Toad," Dob,
in the Revolution; William James of Sir william Pepperell of Kittery Church. John B:ggs. John Kirkpat-- , age and class.
Davis' own cognomen as a boy, comes ' Recent books other than those al
lot 3. a gentleman's son bom in 1689. for -a-hom the cotton mills at Bidde rick of Sterling. Ann and Mary
Rustic’s Rochette's Lad a Jersey from the first story. It relates how
ready mentioned are "Victorious
Bradbury
,
Fort
St.
Georges.
Thom

married
Catherine
Cunningham j (Ord are named. Phinley Kelloch’s
sire owned in the Luce herd qualified brother Bill, after a profitable lesson
Troy"
by John Masefield. A splendid
aston.
(drowned In the river). He was a'grandson David 3. served under Genin 1935 for both the Gold and by his mother on the protective
sea story' woven around a true yarn..
“Tell the great deeds of your anlieutenant in the militia in 1770. His' eral. Qatcs in 1777 and through both
uu
i- two Silver Medals for the high produc- coloration of birds and animals, con- ■
not in the
B
"If This Be I" by Margaret Deland.
granddaughter. Elizabeth Percy, was wars wllb England. William Allen cestors to your children
l .
iv .vi-u
I t*on of his tested daughters,
ceived the idea of making Bob Invisi A fascinating account of the author's
born in Boston and was married to died at Louisburg 1745. Thomas spirit of snobbery but in the spirit of
The herd of Jerseys owned by ble by the lavish application of green
Alexander Lermond. 2d Descendants Gregg, father of Samuel Gregg, raised family love and appreciaticn. Thank W. W. and iR. S. Pike, at their High paint upon his small naked body childhood treated in an unusual
manner. “Selamlna" by Rockwell
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